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2 Million orkers wilne ployed eport Shows
enate Committee On Relief
ecomrnends Emergency Basis
'o That Aid May Be Speeded
0 F. PICKETS
WILL PROTEST
FOOD BUDGETS

overnment Pays Out More Than 4 Billions I
In 1937 To Keep Army of Jobless From 01
Facing Starvation.
(By Federated Press)
WASHINGTON (FP)—On April 1, approximately 14%
the population of the United States were beneficiaries
of one kind of public relief or another, the Senate Commit. .te .on relief and unemployment told the Senate in a preimmary report.
In December, 1935, the report said, 24,800,000 persons
teceived public assistance, relief, work program employment or other emergency employment financed from fedral, state and local funds. This number decreased each
year through December, 1937, when the figure was 15,605,200 persons. In January of this year the figure rose to 17,814,000 persons and continued upward during February
s.
• d March, the committee said.
Included in the committee's preliminary report was the statement.
'at enactment of the Senate tax
bill, which rel)eals the undivided
ofita tax, would be helpful. The
recommendation, the committee
--' 'id, was based on the testiniony
LE, Ariz.— (FP) —The
GLENDA
of Industry representatives. Sen.
newly-organized Associated Farm- anles Murray (D., Mont.) filed a
era of Maricopa County, offshoot of
eencurring report in which he took
the California vigilante group sponexception to the statement about
sored by big growers, went into
e undivided profits tax.
mob action for the first time in ArtSEES CONSPIRACY
zona when 450 members, forming
. Murray declared that as far as
a caravan of cars, ganged up on
he was concerned the testimony of
2
/
240 striking strawberry pickers 11
.,dustrial representatives merely
miles south of here and broke up
- S
owed their complete inability to their tent colony.
Pe with the problem and that it
Union leaders were driven from
e - emed to him that the unanimity
With which industrial representa- the vicinity.
es before the committee attacked
The pickers were demanding 25
the tax indicated a conspiracy.
en.
a crate instead of 20 cts
cents
The committee's recommendation
.d in
Merrill
cooperate
Roy
Sheriff
With regard to the undistributed
ofits tax was produced at a most the strikebreaking by deputizing
uPPortune time, insofar as the ad- the mobsters.
ocates of re-peal of the tax were
Hold Fast to the Maritime Pederation.
(Continued on page 4)

Tent Colony of
Berry Pickers
Feel Tory Lash

A picket line before the SRA offices at Polk and Geary streets has
been called for 10 o'clock Saturday
morning, April 30, to protest a cut.
of 8 per cent in the monthly food
allowances of those on relief.
The pickets will also demand that
food budgets be increased 20 per
cent above the restored budget for
food and 20 per cent for rent.
The picket line will march at the
call of the Workers' Alliance and
with the support of the San Francisco Labor Union Unemployment
Council. International Longshoremen and Warehousemen Unions,
Local 1-10 and 1-6, the Alaska Cannery Workers' Union and others
have been invited to participate.

Employes Of City Ask Recognition
\\

Deportation EDITOR'S AIDE
Of Bridges 'FRONT'S' FOR
Fades Away TORY RAIDERS

WASHINGTON (FP)—Labor department officials postponed for at Senators Told $52,000 Was
Spent For Postage Alone
least a year deportation action
Coast
West
Bridges,
To Kill Roosevelt Measure
Harry
against
By Pressure.
longshoremen's leader, pending a
on
decision by the Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (FP)—An
the question of whether memberconparty
st
Communi
nt official of one of
importa
the
in
ship
w
stitutes advocacy of the overthro the organizations chiefly reof the government by "force and sponsible for the defeat of
the reorganization bill conviolence."
committee here
The department's action came on fessed to a Senate
read the reornever
had
deportahe
that
a
on
hearing
the eve of a
which his
tion warrant issued against Bridges. ganization bill against
by
lobbied.
ion
spurred
organizat
officials,
ion
Immigrat
Sumner Gerard, treasurer of the
West Coast shipowners, have been
trying for months to prove that National Committee to Uphold Cone
Bridges is or was a member of the stitutional Government, told the
Communist party and therefore de- Senate lobby investigating commitportable.
tee that he opposed the measure
Shortly before the department de- because it was unconstitutional.
cided to hold action against Bridges Asked why it was unconstitutional
in abeyance the New Orleans cir- he said it was because of the financuit court of appeals, in the case of cial powers granted the President.
Joseph G. Strecker of Hot Springs,
It was pointed out to Gerard that
Ark., held that membership in the no financial powers are granted the
organization was not a deportable President in the Bill and Sell.
offense. The department decided to Schwellenbach (D., Wash,) asked
the Strecker case to the Su- If he had ever read the measure.
appeal
City, the State, County and
In the first citywide mass meeting of 5000 civil service employes In New York
Court before ruling on After Schwellenbach repeated his
preme
magrievance
establish
and
on
Municipal Workers request that the city administration grant formal recogniti
Bridges.
t
Workthe
Transpor
of
Quill
J.
question five times Gerard conchincry. Left to right, CIO Regional Director Allan S. Haywood, Pres. Michael
.
d
fessed that he had not even read
ers Union and Pres. Abram Flaxer of the civil service union.—(Federate Pictures)

s
OIL COMPANIES SCATTER FEAR Mine Exile
st Plot
OF UNIONS SO TANKER CREWS Resi
For Splitup
S
RANK
SCAB
WILL REMAIN IN

Dance Concert Will
Aid Bonanza Camp

the bill.

The hearing, which frequently
A statement by the Workers' Albecame hilarious, also drew from
liance calls on all SRA, WPA and
admission that he was
The committee sponsoring the Gerard the
trade union workers—employed and
d for the comfigurehea
a
merely
WorkBonanza Springs Camp for
unemployed to picket.
that his name was
and
mittee
dance
a
s
announce
Children
ers'
because the
"The reactionary Merriam maconcert to be held Friday, April used as treasurer
the
of
it would lend an
felt
e
chine, in complete control
committe
o
Francisc
San
the
at
m.,
p.
8
at
29,
SRA, has launched a campaign of
3486 Sacra- air of responsibility to its activENTO—(FP)—"We are Conservatory of Music,
SACRAM
relief.
on
starvation against those
ities. "As far as the financial
street.
asking for protection, not for re mento
If they are not compelled to re.
was concerned I was a
side
Carolyn Bender and
By J. P. KELLEY
Misses
lief." This was the answer of 60
he finally admitted.
scind this 8 per cent cut and to
front,"
of
Y
Universit
&W)
er,
Evans,
MFOW
(Tanker Organiz
among the 200 Nevada county refu- Helen Louise
placed trade unions in the
increase the budgets, now at hunThe National Labor Relations Board elections pertaining gees who have been ordered out of California co-eds, are to be the per- decision
immediately to C. R.
over
p
ger levels, they will boldly step
tankshi
turned
rethe
dance
for
the
g
ntation
Followin
represe
to collective bargaining
the Sacramento camp by Harold formers.
treasurer, who
assistant
Franklin,
out as an anti-labor, unionsing
as-you-sway" dance will
seamen of the Pacific oil fleet which has been progres
Pomeroy, state relief administrator, cital a "Paysaw or spoke
never
he
said
smashing, scab-herding agency.
Gerard
due
be
rably
to
are
conside
down
ents
slowed
has
refreshm
and
for the past three weeks
because they are not entirely with- be held
. Franker
telephone
the
over
even
"Strikers will be denied relief to many vessels being away on foreign voyages,
served. Admission will be flifty to,
out funds.
out, is an eme
brought
Bay+
was
the
it
lin,
in
quiet
and the SRA will seek to use the
was
week
Last
Vigilante threats have been cents.
ploye of Frank Gannett, newepapeit
ii n e in p I oyed as strike-breakers. region as only three tankers' crews
from other parts of the Sac.
made
(Continued on page 4)
With unemployment increasing rap- voted; the "Tejon," General PetroBoycott Japanese Goods.
ramento valley, and include a
idly amongst union men in private bum company; the "Whittiere,"
specific threat to raid the Secindustry, it is important that they Tidewater-Associated company and
ramento camp and manhandle the
cornOil
join with the unemployed oz- the "Labray" of the Union
---- „1
strike leaders. Yet Pomeroy is
tions in this common struggle.
pany.
insistent on splitting the forces
The maritime union's represents"John Small, SRA director in
Eleven members of the San of the little band of exiles. "We
San Francisco, refused to grant Lives ivho are permitted aboard the Francisco Young C01111)1 u n i s t
haven't split yet and we don't
fundamental collective bargain- ships while the crews are voting League were am-rested following a intned to let them spilt us up
ing rights to the Workers' Al- had a nasty experience last Sun'
before the German
now, they said.
lance. One of our demands Sat. (lay
d ay getting aboard the tanker "La- consluate which was broken up by e,:
Scott Erwin, CIO organizer, addoff
urday will be that he meet our bray" which was anchored
police. .The demonstrators were a "We will fight before we will
WASHINGTON (FP)—Virtually unanimous protest by
- ' *WASHINGTON (FP)—Navy officials came out openly committees then and whenever Ole.um, California.
staging a pageant, with members let them break our ranks. Our men
ving for this
.
ation
in support of the violators of the National Labor Relations necessary."
Mussolini
and liberal groups has succeeded in.shel
transport
labor
and
of
rock
means
gas,
Hitler
Our only.
dressed as
have been through tear
industrial
rd
-Sheppa
May
vicious
the
s
opposct with a letter to the House Judiciary Committee
session of Congres
was a small and improvised open
"Hands off and club barrages before."
read:
Placards
Hold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
mobilization bill, it was learned here.
• larger than a Spain!" and "Hitler bombs women
lug legislation to deny government contracts to violators of
The governor's committee Is
war, the bill
•
Under the guise of taking the profits out of
rowboat. The cox'n told us that and children."
still investigating, but any real
a dictatorship on the coun+imposed
Admiral William Leahy, chief of the naval operations,
he would only risk taking us out
tion will be impossible
try in time of war, according to a
When the consular staff saw investiga
"late i letter to the committee,
two at. a time as the strait was ununder the present conditions in
and
swastika
,
minority report on the measure
mustache
"Hitler,'
.hich Is holding hearings on the
usually rough.
written by Rep. Maury Maverick
led back and forth with the county.
being
all,
Ineasure, in which he said that the,
A seaman has to adopt himself
(D., Tex.). War department offi11 "if enacted into law might well
a rope around his neck, they sent
to all kinds of conditions and
strugcials and others were active in
for the cops. The resulting
lead to serious and irrecoverable
ction In Quiz pushing the bill.
weather and in my opinion Mr.
of
hundreds
by
d
witnesse
was
gle
:lays on construction of war vesNeil, who is representing the Naworkers in the financial district
sels by contract. Such delays in
Sen. Connally (D., Tex.), chairNEW YORK—(FP)—A request
tional Labor Relations Board in
during their noon hour.
le construction of naval vessels
of a special Senate finance
man
a
be
to
WASHINGTON — (FP) — Sen.
that the Sirovich resolution, calling
the elections, never wants
All those arrested were charged
gently needed cannot be tole established to study the
committe
e.
the
experienc
of
tion
Sunday's
investiga
e (Prog., Wis.) has
after
LaFollett
Robert
for a complete
seaman
crated,"
WASHINGTON — (FP) — Full
with disturbing the peace, and a
o war profits, confirmed
taxation
around
requested the Senate for an addionly did we get tossed
shipping industry, be reported out
steam behind the wages and hours Not
federal charge of impersonating an
. Shipbuilders have been among
the bill had been pigthat
fact
the
by
made
is
well,
as
possible,
soaked
tional $60,000 to carry on the work
as
as soon
—
bill and the recovery program of but got
officer was made. against
the more notorious violators of the
this session. Hee'
for
led
army
eon-ho
completsecretary of the New
of the Senate civil liberties cornAfter the balloting was
NEW YORK — (FP) — The Na- Thomas Ray,
President Roosevelt was urged upon
three of the demonstrators.
- •ational Labor Relations Act, ackept the
already
had
leaders
"Labray"
letter
a
the
in
.
of
is
he
Council,
chairman
which
Mate
of
mittee
Chief
tional Maritime Union will bring York Maritime
all affiliates of the Committee foi• ed the
because ta
and,
floor
cording to labor board decisions,
the
off
tire
The fund, the largest sum yet
John O'Connor, chairman
forbade us to go back in the little
.
charges against any of its members to Rep.
sole power of initHold Fast to the Maritime Federation
the
has
'lel among them being the New asked by the committee, is to be Industrial Organization in a letter
House
suibe
e.
---would
committe
it
said
rules
boat as he
L
who register for work with the new of the House
h L
L.Lewis.
from CIO Chairman Jon
York Shipbuilding Co. and the Bethtax legislation, the Senate
used in a probe of the vigilante
cide, so we remanied aboard until
"The CIO marine unions have iating
R. Law- hiring hall recently set up by the
FP)—R.
YORK—(
NEW
‘hem Shipbuilding Co. In addition,
power to consider the
without
was
at
spending
the
that
The
said
honest
docked
letter
an
region,
ship
to
steel
the
Ohio
the
in
opposed
activities
never been
7 p. m e when
rence, former president of the Maritime Commission here.
ePublic Steel and other "little it was said, and for a continuation program of the President would
bill.
into their unions," said
Oleum.
The union attacks establishme.et inquiry
North Carolina State Federation of
. eel" companies hold sizeable govplans are now being laid to
are, however, opposed
of the investigation of employer provide for the 3,500,000 jobs asked
"We
I talked with crew members tryRay.
Textile
ent
the
employm
with
nt
1937
governme
of. the
Labor and since
:rnment contracts despite their associations. Already the commit- for by the CIO since February and ing to
CopeSen.
as
tions
the bill through during the
push
investiga
persuade them to join the
such
to
tile Workers Organizing Commit- reau, which seeks men for work
anti-labor activities and the deciappropria.
these
labor
of
Copethat
"passage
the
AssoSenate.
the
National
discussed
the
next session of Congress as a
tee has grilled
union and we
land proposes in
tee, has been named to succeed on ,commission-owned vessels as a
- ins of the labor board against elation of Manufacturers and the dons is one of the most important
He
facts.
in
d
to the general revenue bill.
intereste
rider
not
is
land
movement in general.' The crew
them,
Steve Nance, former regional direc- union-busting device. The union,
Our
nation.
the
many
mabefore
s
now
the
and
matters
g
and
d
Industrie
Such a procedure was blocked
Cleveland Associate
is interested in slanderin
showed much interest
tor hi the south for the TWOC, who in its current negotiations with
,.. The Electric Boat Co. of Groyear by the tangle over this
this
it is prepared to go to work on economy must not be allowed to of them promised to join in spite
unions."
rine
died recently. Lawrence has been shipowners, insists that men be seton, Conn., manufacturer of subyear's revenue bill and the desire
other outfits as soon as it receives drift farther towards chaos."
of the oil companies' campaign
Typohalls.
onal
hiring
union
Internati
lected through
a member of the
. arines, was given a Navy conof leaders to avoid complicating
Hold Fast to the Mcuitime Federation,
funds.
In declaring the need for a wages tieainst the maritime unions.
graphical Union for many years, The government agency was latract while a strike was In prog"Labray"
Senate
the
to
went
the struggle further.
The request
I once sailed aboard the
and hours bill in addition to passage
durdirector
continued
union
the
beled fink, as
and acted as regional
reds at the plant, it was reported,
WIDEN STRIKE
committee on audit and control of the recovery program, the letter and the only change I noticed was
The May bill in the\ House has
its picket line before the commising Nance's illness.
end the Navy department even
been
has
purse
the
Senate's
In- been reported out by the House
--The
which handles
(FP)
ENTO—
declared, "Enactment of the pro- the old mess-room aft that
SACRAM
ston office here.
extended the time limit of a con- strings. The committee, headed by
committee and is
gram for relief and recovery in ad- altered and Made into a make-shift
In Buffalo the union reported the ternational Longshoremen's and military affairs
xact In order to avoid penalizing
a
Eixpecteci
is
observed
Sen. Byrnes (D., S. C.),
that body. There
of
dition to an adequate wages and recreation room. Here I
calendar
on
the
Great
the
signing of contracts with
the company for failure to fulWarehousemen's Union has struck
to approve the request and labor hours bil1. are the first steps neces- leaflet posted on the bulletin board
that the bill might
hope
was
some
Minnethe
and
Corp.
Transit
Lakes
.1 11 It.
the rice mills of the Rice Growers be brought up and passed in the
groups here are uniting in support sary to stein the depression and be- which attempted to attack the marsota-Atlantic Co. Provisions include
The pending measure would au.
copy
Association and the Capital Rice final adjournment rush but labor
efforts
late
No
of the additional funds.
of
to
unions.
rush
recovery.
gin a return
iti me
Owing to the
sole bargaining rights, eight-hour
.orize the government to suspend
With the request for additional should be spared in seeking enactthey were milling or- representatives have been alert to
ATTACKS UNION
and the length of the Executive
day, 75 cents an hour for overtime, Co. because
eontracts as soon as the labor board
funds, LaFollette filed a brief re- ment of these measures."
part of which are
leaflet, which, incidentally, is
The
minutes,
Board
g Bros. & Co. the possibility and figure on keephiring
Rosenber
union
from
through
ders
nts
assignme
und violations of the act. CoinLabor
imNational
was
the
it
of
ilm-t in which the Senate was told
week,
hands
the
this
in
cornto
ing an eye on the measure to we
$120
published
urged
CIO affiliates were
halls and pay scales of $92 and
'antes would not be permitted to.
of San Francisco and Biggs, which
the committee has been faced with municate with representatives in Relations Board, raised many ohto get every article and
it die with this session of Cow
possible
that
also
were
increases
Wage
a
month.
Obtain subsidies from the govern
has been struck and whose products
Departmental notes
-witnesses "coached to forget," with Congress expressing the need for jections against the unions and un the
of
some
gross.
won in' pacts signed by the Marine
, ant, in the form of lucrative conhave been put on the ILWU unfair
gutted files and destroyed cloche- immedtate passage of the relief and doubtedly it involves the Union Oil
in this issue. They will be
Engineers Beneficial Assn. with the
tracts, while they fought the labor
prac•
labor
unfair
and evasive witnesses.
ments
wtih
week.
Company
next
Hold Fast to the Maritime Federations
the
list.
printed
s.
and
recovery appropriations
" •ard through lengthy court proSinclair Oil and Newtex companie
(Continued on page 4)
bill.
hours
and
wages
ceedingl,.
Federation.

S.F.Police Nab
Demonstrators
At Consulate

avy Officials Brazenly
Support The Violators
Of Labor Relations Act

Labor Baiters
In Steel Areas
Face Grilling

"

LEWIS LETTER
ASKS SUPPORT
OF ROOSEVELT

U.S. Fink Hail
Ban Tihtens
In Boycott

NOTICE
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May-Sheppard Anti-Labor
Bill Sidetracked Alter
Vigorous Liberal Fight

N. Y. Maritime
Council Seeks
A
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VOICE of the FEDERATION
SHIPOWNERS HAPPY

Union
Meetings

PLEA FOR REGION

Voice of the Federation.
Bro. Editor:
It looks like before all the Modesto boys get out of prison for
helping built the Maritime Federation it will be smashed.

San Francisco
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
P. M.
Every Wednesday,
Convention Hall, Labor Temple,
16th and Capp Sts.
Executive Committee. 2nd and
4th Mondays of each month:
P. M.; Room 208 Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattei, President.
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon, Business Agents.
T. W. Howard, Financial SeersWry.
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording Secretary.

Some of the employers' stools did
a good job smashing the tanker
strike, but those rats got to take
a back seat, for now bigger and
better rats are busy trying to
smash the whole union movement
on the waterfront.

TRUE TO FORM

Kailua, Hawaii, April 5, 1938.
To the Voice of the Federation.
Dear Editor:
Enclosed please find a copy of a
resolution which I would like to
have published in the Voice of the
Federation.
President-Agent, International
(Signed)
HARRY K. WAAHILA,
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union Unit No. 2.
Kailua, N. Kona, Hawaii, P. 0. Box
202.
RESOLUTION
Resolution adopted by the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union 'Unit No. 2 on
April 5, 1938, at Kailua, N. Kona,
Hawaii, T. H.
Whereas: No permanent agency
has yet been established in the
Hawaiian Islands to protect workers here in the rights guaranteed
them under the National Labor Relations Act, and
Whereas: Because of this lack
of protection, the workers of the
Territory have been subjected to
exploitation by a small minority
group known as the "Big Five,"
which has a strangle hold on the
economic and political life of these
Islands, and
Whereas: This minority group
continues to flagrantly violate the
"Wagner Act" by employing an intricate espionage system to spy on
the workers, and by otherwise intimidating workers and keeping
them from exercising the right of
collective bargaining, therefore,
Be It Resolved: That a permanent region of the Labor Board
be established in the Hawaiian
Islands to protect the workers of
this Territory in the fundamental
right of self organization as guaranteed to them by the laws of
the land, and
Be .It Further Resolved: That

POOR MARKSMEN

copies of this resolution be sent
Secretary of Labor Madam Frances
Perkins, to the National Labor 11":
lations Board in Washington, D. C.
to Ernest C. Dunbar, representativ..of the Labor Board, now in Hon
lulu, Oahu; the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, the Honolulu Advertiser, ti
Hawaii Sentinel, the Voice of Fed-;.
eration in San Francisco Californi
and the Voice of Labor in Honolulu.
Hawaii.

Voice of the Federation,
San Francisco, April 19, 1938.
QUERIES FOR HENRY
San
Francisco.
Federation.
the
of
Voice
I've been going to sea for 27 Editor,
Seattle, April 17, 1938.
Dear Sirs and Brothers:
Editor, Voice of the Federation.
years and belonged to the union Dear Sir:
At the present time a state of
I noticed in a recent issue of a
almost all of that time and I've
Brother Editor:
"The Rank and File" Is an open forum. Letters do not
confusion and disruption exists on
that
organ
"independent"
certain
I am impelled to write you this
seen unions smashed before. Every
necessarily represent the opinion of THE VOICE OF THE FEDthe waterfront which, in my opinletter
time the employers send their paid they highly eulogized a splitting orto clear up any confusion th
ERATION. If you wish to take issue with any letters published in
ion, is just as useless and senseless
may exist in the minds of your
rats into the union to start trouble gan recently spawned on the east
these columns, It is your democratic duty to do so. All letters to
as it is widespread. Certainly such
Marine Firemen, Oilers,
readers regarding the recent "car
between the different unions and coast, to-wit, the so-called "Rank
the Editor should be confined to 250 words and typewritten when
Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
a disruptive and confusing period
paper
This
Pilot."
NMU
File
and
fully
between men in the same unions,
plotted illegal picket line
possible.
They
must
be
signed and the writer's book number InV. J. Malone, Secretary — Thursas the present one is not the desire
purports to represent the rank and
that
union
pretty
and
took
quick
place against the S.
real
good
dicated. Reports from ships' crews must be signed by elected
days at 7 p.m., 58 Commercial St.,
nor intent of the membership of
file of the NMU in opposition to the
Timber Rush of the Shepard Li r;
Tel. DOuglas 5650, San Francisco. men start fighting each other.
ships' representatives.
any union in the Maritime Federaofficial "Pilot."
Dispatcher, DOuglas 7593.
in Seattle on Friday, April 15th. .
Well that's what the rats are in
tion.
humble
your
of
opinion
the
is
It
Bert Coleman, Agent—Thurs. at our unions for. The LaFollette comThrough the public columns —
Let us consider the two organizaIN ENEMY'S CAMP?
DENY CHARGES
4. Tel. Main 6331, Seattle.
correspondent that this mudslingthe Voice I would like to ask the
of
unions
full
are
said
mittee
the
tions between whom (on the stirGus Oldenburg, Agent—ThursSeattle, April 21, 1938.
Editor of the Voice:
ing, red-baiting, union-splitting
following questions of "Tex" Hen
day at 7 0. m., 111 W. Burnside them. Instead of waiting until they
For the past two months the face at least) this controversy exsame Sailors' Union of the Pacific,
the
in
file
and
rank
is
sheet
of the Seattle SUP, viz:
St., TeL Beacon 4336, Portland, Ore. come out in the open pulling a
Mr. Harry Lundeberg, Secretary.
Scandinavian Seamen's Club has ists.
manner and to the same extent
Who authorized him to distri
B. J. O'Sullivan, Agent— Thurs- tanker strike or sending us to
As every maritime worker knows,
been viciously attacked on the
days at 7 p. m., 2061,4 West Sixth St.
slimy, so-called "rank and Dear Sirs and Brothers:
as
the
ute the phoney ILA (AFL) literabringing in WPA workor
prison
Tel. San Pedro 2838, San Pedro
In the interests of solidarity and grounds we are interfering with the the East coast membership found
file bulletins" with which the M.
ture on that picket line in whic
William M. Simons, Agent— ers to scab on the Firemen in their
this coast are so famil- of preserving West Coast unionism, seamen's union of Norway, Sweden it necessary to rebel against the
on
S.
&
C.
said literature, a vicious barrag
Thursdays at 7 p.m., Honolulu.
own hall, it is time we cleaned
we wish to call your attention to and Denmark and faking over their old ISU leadership (AFL) in order
of lies and slanders, was thrown ,
Johannsen, Agent-3151
/
2 Her- house first. We know what to do iar.
to support the militant West coast
on. St., Aberdeen, Wash.
As for the editor of this scum- the April 7th meeting of Americans, jurisdiction of these men.
at the ILWU, which union is
with a stool during a strike.
This charge we deny as a lie and unions in the 1936-37 strike. This
sheet, Octave Loones, he is well Inc., a fascist organization operatcomponent part of the Maritime
Why wait for a strike? They
• Bay & River Bargemen
known to all militant union men on ing in Portland. Americans, Inc., is clearly state our 'position of rec- action culminating a long period
Federation. The SUP is an Ind
don't.
& Powerboatmen
the east coast. He was formerly a beyond all shadow of doubt an ognizing the jurisdiction of the sea- struggle against the reactionary
pendent Union, and this Tex
'
Local 1.22, I.L.W.U.
Suppose we figure out just what stooge for Davy Grange and his anti-union fascist body despite its men's union over these men and leadership of the ISU (AFL) organHenry still campaigns for th
Meetings-1st and 3rd Sundays the employers fear most, and then
right-hand man in dumping pickets masquerading as a patriotic group. stand ready to support them at all izations, proved to the East coast
AFL,
although he Is the loudest
10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero. Chas. De
Americans, Inc., subscribes to a times. This jurisdictional charge is seamen the necessity of leaving the
how they figure to get rid of it. and herding scabs during the spring
shouter for independence of c19
laney, President and Business Manprogram of "red-baiting", labor-hat- not the issue and we want to clari- ISU.
ager, GArfield 1904. W. Erickson, All the shipowners in America work strike in New York.
AFL in Seattle.
The NMU was formed and withtogether. They are afraid most of
Dispatcher, GArfield 1904.
I can produce affidavits from men ing speeches attacking all progres- fy the rank and file of the MariIs he or is he not on the pay.
a united maritime strike on all whom this same Octave Loones beat sive and militant unions and union time Federation what actually is in a year's time has grown to be
roll of the AFL? If so, why no
Werrien's Auxiliary No. 1 of the costs with every union working as up with baseball bats while these leaders. These fascist terrorists are the trouble. When a ship leaves the mass organization representing
admit it; if not, how does he
Maritime Federation.
they did here in 1936.37. To get rid men were on picket duty at the not content with merely blasting the old country the crew signs ar- seamen on the East coast. Their
make his living. He has not bee
Regular Meetings-2nd and 4th of it they have to split the East
to sea for the last year to the
Munson Line docks at pier No. 48 the CIO; they also condemn and ticles between the Norwegian sea- CIO affiliation was a natural and,
Thursdays, 2 p.m., at Druids Temple,
Coast men from the West Coast in New York. (Maybe his admirers advocate the destruction of all un- men's union and the company. The in my opinion, correct move after
knowledge of all seafaring me 44 Page St., ATwater 1993.
men, and the Seafarers from the on this coast learned their baseball ions in the name of true American- articles are signed for 18 months. their experience with the AFL. No
B. Johansen, President.
in Seattle.
C. Jurchan, Recording Secretary. Longshoremen, and then start the bat technique from him.)
ism. They sandwich slanderous at- This 1. 0. K. and the Beale of such lesson as the SUP is receivWho authorized him to go t'
H. Eastman, Corresponding Sec. Sailors fighting the Firemen and
upon President Roosevelt and wages, while not much, at least al- ing was needed to show them the
tacks
the Cannery Workers Union an •
When this rat fell out with his
0. Mathias, Treasurer.
the Cooks, and each union fighting brother rat, the Emperor, he of- the New Deal in between their anti- lows a man to exist in the old fallacy of independence.
make a speech urging them VI
We of the SUP should remember
within itself.
country, but the ship never again
join the AFL, and at this sem fered to sell him out to the new or- union blasts.
Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Well, let's figure out ourselves ganization for a pie card job. He
The April 7th meeting, a closed touches Norway, Sweden or Den- our own treatment at the hands NLRB decision by
SUP
Association of the Pacific
economic force. meeting he hinted that the
of the AFL. The revoking of our
how
far
the
shipowners
have
sucaffair,
was chaired by Major Nelson mark for four to five years!
delivered some information but
3. It brings chaos and hatred would back them one hundred pe
Phone EX. 7440
ceeded.
The scale that allows them to charter. The attempt to set up a to the Waterfront
cent?
withheld the most vital points un- Hibbs, labor -hating National
Thursday at 6:30 P. M., at 86 Corn
Unions.
First, have they started the til he could be assured of his graft. Guardsman, a stooge of Governor exist In the old country will not dual union to replace us. The acMercial Street.
What does he have in commo
4. It is used by the shipowner
West Coast and East Coast fightE. F. Burke, Secretary-Treaswith the Dave Beck machine,
When he found that all offices Martin and recent Martin appointee keep them alive in other countries. tions of Wm. Green and the Execu- to force
Longshoremen to go
trer.
ing each other? THEY HAVE.
After 18 months of sailing out tive Committee of the AFL in their
co
were to be filled by a democratic to the Board of Pilot Commissionthrough our pickets or accept a seeing that he was In earnest
J. O'Conner, Agent, 449 Harbo
attempts
to
isolate the SUP. Reat the Shepard Line ships,
Look
here,
the
old
well-fer
crew
ers.
gets
This
prize
labor-hater
wise
introsome
to
versation
rank
with
the
and
file
of
vote
and
not
Pedro.
Blvd., San
lockout in which the entire MFPC
Joseph Harris, 84 Seneca St., Se- and the SUP and O'Sullivan pullgentlemen from that machine
to be sold for any consideration, duced others of his ilk, such as the conditions of American crews, membering all these things I be- would be in an
unfavorable posilieve
the
ing East Coast men off ships.
membership would and
attle. Phone ELiot 2562.
(Teamsters
Union) during th-'
he refused to deliver this other Police Chief Niles, Sheriff Martin first because of the fact they can
tion.
Frenchy Fougerouse, Agent, 220
Have they made the Seamen and
SUP picket line?
information. That is the real rea- "Fanny" Prat, and George L. Koehn, not live on such wages, and second- should insist on a reciprocal policy
S. W. Pine Street, Portland, Ore.
5. It adds fuel to Sen. Copeland's
Longshoremen
fight?
THEY
Why has he continually mi
son the "Emperor" is outside pen- who was the principal speaker. This ly because they know our Scan- (such as the NMU has repeatedly
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent, Thurs
drive for the passage of anti-labor
requested)
HAVE. There was bloody fight.
and
which
would
dinavian
build
Seamen's
Club
meeting was also attended by memon the east,
represented the Seattle memberitentiary walls today.
day, 6:30 P. M., 819 Ksahumanu St
laws.
ing on the Embarcadero, and the
Phone 3077, Honolulu, T. H.
ship of the SUP at the Distric
I am informed by a man who bers of the local Nazi group and gulf and west coasts has been able strength and unity in the Maritime
6. It places the sailors' union in
Seafarers' Federation, that was knew Loones prior to my time that many members of the Portland po- to increase their wages from $10 industry, thus bringing to life the
Council of the Maritime Federathe forefront and as the spearhead
a good idea, too, for the employ- before his alliance with the 'un- lice force and other vigilantes.
Sailers' Union of the Pacific
per month under the old agreement slogans in the masthead of the
tion, and not lived up to instru
of the drive by AFL officialdom to
(Headquarters, 9. F.)
ers. Have they got the unions holy trinity, Grange, Carlson and
With the foregoing facts in mind, to $35 minimum. From $45 maxi- West Coast Sailor: "Security, unity,
tions given him by. that memberwarring within themsel v a s? Brown," he at one time ran a scab- we would like to call your atten- mum under the old scale to $66 progress—For a National Maritime break the CIO unions who comprise ship?
Office Phone EXbrook 2228
80% of the Maritime Federation.
THEY HAVE. Look at the Seat- herding slave market on Sixth Ave- tion to the active participation in at the present time. Also, we force Union."
Dispatcher
Enrook 2229
As a fellow union member I a This last clause is, in my opinion,
FAVORS SHIPOWNERS
tle MC&S branch refusing to rec- nue in New York City.
Mondays, 7 P. M. at 59 Clay S
this meeting as usher and collection a number of ships to agree to three
appealing to all SUP men and to
(Same date & time for branches). ognize its regularly elected offiAre those responsible for the the crux of the entire situation. The Harry Luncleberg to not allow su
These facts would seem to prove, taker of Brother Ed Coester, an watches on deck instead of two
Ha rry Lund eberg Secretary. cials, and seating former mempresent Shepard Line picketing sailors' union is not and never was a character as this to misrepresent
if further proof is needed after the official of the Portland Branch of as the old agreement called for.
Treasurer, 59 Clay St., S. F.
really
shooting at the company as really independent, regardless of what the Sailors Union stands fe
bers thrown out of the union. "Sea Thrush" incident, that the the Sailors' Union of the Pacific.
The conditions on board these
P. B. Gill, Agent, 86 Seneca St.,
they claim? If so, they are certain- our referendum vote and the man- The men on that picket line here)
Look at the MFOW branches first mentioned "independent" orships
are
worse
than
The
the
participation
days
in
such
bean
obSeattle.
ly poor marksmen. Certainly the date of the membership, we still last Friday are getting pretty we
dominated by intimidation gan is ready and willing to support viously fascist meeting by any fore the 1934 strike.
E. L. Coester, Agent, 111 West
remain in the AFL. Headquarters
through
gangsters and
These men are flying a life that shipowners are making a good barfed up with such moves comi
rats anyone or anything just so long as trade union official is a disgrace to
Burnside, Portland.
and
all branches have delegates
gain
from
thrown
their
out
point
of
of
the union.
view when
being consulted.
without they
H. Christoffersen, Agent, 206
they are opposed to certain people. the entire labor movement and a no man should live in the year of
and pay per capita tax to the rethey
Well, that is what has been done. Certainly if they are
can
disrupt
W. 6th St., San Pedro.
the
MFPC
and
and file th
1938
Where
regardless
of
rank
is
that
his
place
blow
severe
of
birth.
to the prestige of the
willing to ally
H. Prevost, Agent, Pier 15, Hono- The sailors are being driven by themselves with Grange's former union represented by such an offi- We have no power to act as a have brother unionists take phys- spective city Central Labor Coun- we talk about? Brother Lundeberg
cils of the AFL. True, we have no
lulu, T. H.
their officials into raiding other un- stooge and people
union in this country, so it is im- ical action against each other at
had better get hip to the fact th
of that ilk they cial.
actual
charter, but in California
R.. Larssen, Agent, 30814 East ions, refusing to recognize the Marthe
price
of
only delaying the
all these attempts to smash the
The International Longshore- possible for us to take over the
might
as
well
get
pally
with
Davy
Heron St., Aberdeen, Wash.
and Oregon we pay per capita tax
itime Federation, aiding in forming himself.
Maritime Federation will end in
men's and Warehousemen's Union jurisdiction of the Norwegian Sea- schedule of these few ships. No,
Tom Hardy, Agent, 262 Columbia hatred within
and
are represented in the state
brothers,
we are not hurting the
other
unions.
flop
men's
We
and will not do anyone any
union.
Our
protests
only
Brother
Hoping
crime
is
to
Ed
that
this
Coester's
information
parconAve., Vancouver, B. C.
bodies. Washington state Federahave the MFOW and MC&S fight- cerning this "rank and file"
owners.
With
September
.30th
in
refuse
Why doesn't he get togeth
to
stand
good.
by and watch these
paper ticipation in the meeting of AmerFrank Berry, Agent, 265 W. 23rd
tion (AFL) would not accept our
ing for their lives and existence. will prove of value to you
with the NMU people and arran -'..
St., New York, N. Y.
and find icans, Inc., as an injury to the en- starvation wages and conditions ex- view, they would pay much more per
capita tax the past two years,
We have the Longshoremen forced space in your columns, I
some sort of plan to straighten out
isting for any worker, be he for- than they are paying to bring about
am, Sir, tire Maritime Federation.
although
it was offered by our offiInternational Longshoremen's and to fight with their fists to uphold
this
inter-union
war, especially
this tangle, and let's all work 1
eign or American born.
Fraternally yours,
Fraternally,
cials.
Warehousemen's Union
when
they
a NLRB ruling.
can
point
out
that
it
a
The
National Maritime Federation?
worst
is yet to come as we
JACK SUTCLIFFF,,
ILWU CONVENTION,
Local 1-10, San Francisco
There is no doubt in my mind
Fraternally,
Sincerely,
not only must contend with the was instigated by a labor union deMATT MEEHAN,
M.
C.
&
S.
No.
2411.
Every Monday night at Eagles
that even yet the Maritime situaROBERT FITZGERALD,
JOE WATTERSON, No. 1810.
above-mentioned facts but also the spite and contrary to a National
Secretary-Treasurer.
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.
Labor Relations ruling after an tion can be clarified satisfactorily
MFOW&W No. 28.
question
of
crimps,
whom
most
CONDEMN BALLOT
Henry Schmidt. President.
and unity achieved by September
workers think went out of business election in which we (the SUP) did
MOTHER ASKS AID
Voice of the Federation,
Germain Bulcke, Vice-President.
not even file! Right here I would 30th through recognition of and ne20 years ago.
CLERKS ORGANIZE
Philadelphia, April 20, 1935.
San Francisco, Calif.
A. L. McCurdy, Secretary.
like
to point out that these elec- gotiations with the East Coast
After a Norwegian Seamen's
SAN JUAN, P. R.—(FP)—ShipWe, the undersigned members of Editor, Voice of the Federation:
George Arms, Sec'y-Treas.
tions must be advertised, 80, we Union (NMU). In a dispute of the
I'm the mother of Anthony Pan- union crew is out here 18 months
John Schomaker, Business Agent. ping was stopped again here as the Engine Department of the S. S.
HARRISON, N.
can't
claim ignorance without ad- type and magnitude of the present
longshoremen gave their support to Golden Sun, condemn the action chelly. I'm writing to you because they are in such a condition as to
John Larsen, Business Agent.
one it is unlikely anyone would five-week strike against Crucible
mitting
weakness
or
negligence
on
refuse
to
sail
any
longer
for such
a demand by a CIO organization taken of issuing a ballot worded my boy has asked me to and I
claim either side 100% correct.
Steel Co. plants here and in near
National Organization, Master, of clerks that all shipping workers in such a way that voting on Prop- do hope that you take a little inter- wages—and either strike or leave the part of our officials.
Steel
In
conjunction
with
this,
a
real
Jersey City ended as the
The truth is that our union at
Mates & Pilots, Local 90, 9, F. not covered in the
the ship. In most cases the shipa
recently-signed osition No. 2 was almost forced est in me.
Committee
no time has been able to furnish attempt on the part of all West Workers Organizing
Every Wednesday afternoon, 1 contract
with stevedores be union on the uninformed membership.
•
Now, it is more than a year my owners kick them off and when
eta
joint
Coast
Unions
a
to
issued
the
establish
company
harSt.
P. M. 9 Main
men for these ships in the summembers. Only chief executives
The ballot led the voters to be- son is in jail and it seems that the 18 months are up a new crew
monious relations within the MFPC ment announcing that negotiations
Capt. C. F. May, President.
mer
or
busy
season
it
has always
were excepted in the demand.
lieve that had they voted for I'm always being told that he is is sent out from the old country to
would solidify Maritime labor to for a new contract would beg
Capt. 0. E. Rolstad, Secretarytake their places aboard the ships. been practically impossible to fill
CIO
either
or
AFL
going
affiliation
to
be
that
taken
care
of,
but
it
such a degree, that the employers within Iwo weeks and that grievTreasurer.
these
jobs
and
even
in
the slow seaThis goes on constantly and just
with the Maritime Federation seems no one cares.
would think long before attempt- ances had been adjusted. So
Representatives
about the time the old is to strike son these ships have as often as
would
severed.
I
be
don't
want
you
to
feel
bad
ing to lower our standard of living 2,000 strikers will be rehired withCapt. W. S. Brown, 906 Terminal
not
had
to
sail
short-handed from
for higher wages and conditions,
We condemn the Seafarers' Fed- about this letter, but if you were
Sales Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
or our working conditions, on Sep- out discrimination as "rapidly
out comes a new crew sent over in West coast ports even before the
Oetting,
303
Ludwig
eration
Henry
as
in
being
my
place
a
direct
you
would
move
to
be
anxious
Capt.
tember 30th.
business will allow." The new conNLRB
vete
and
ruling. Based on
Bldg., Portland, Oregon.
split the Maritime Federation of to hear some news. So please, other ships as passengers. This
Central Labor Council
EDWARD
C.
tract will cover all 10 of the co
FISHER,
new crew must go through the same this, the SUP chances of winning
Capt. Soren Wissing, Room 214.
the Pacific and isolate us from the if there is anything being done
SUP,
pany's plants in the east.
No.
1597.
Sunday,
7:00
an
P.
election
in this company were
M. I
suffering and education as the old
$17 South Palos Verdes St., San
for him, I'd like to know.
ILWU.
negligible.
Transportation Workers'
Pedro, Calif..
We have sent a copy of this letter
I was also supposed to get some before they get wise to the racket.
Brothers, let's look this thing
Union
to be printed in the Voice of the relief and no one is helping me out Then in steps the crimps. In San
squarely in the face. The basic moWarehousemen's Union
Francisco
the
Norwegian
consul
SUtter 7050
Monday,
8:00
P.
M.
Federation
and to all branches,
with that either. My husband is
Local 1-6, I. L. W. U.
works hand in glove with the tive of both the NMU and the SUP
SHARP,
0.
T.
very
No.
sick
and
65;
unable
to
work;
my
PWS Cannery Workers'
77 Clay Street
is to gain decent and suitable livAuditorium and Halls
S. KRONE, No. 214;
Attorney-at-Law
boy was helping me out when he crimps and advises any man who ing and
100% UNION
Eugene Paton, President
Union No. 20163
ADMIRALTY
working
conditions
for
comes
to
him
to
see
such or such
PROCTOR IN
H. D. BARTON, No. 243;
was not in this trouble.
273 Golden Gate Ave.
their members.
Bldg.
Tuesday, 8:00 P. M.
SAN FRANCISCO—
a
crimp
if
he
wants
Hearst
to
ship
out.
1224-9
Suite
Phone HEmlock 9207
J. R. THOMPSON, No. 16;
So please answer me soon as I'll
Franclow
Mooting-2nd and 4th W'ednesTHE
RESULTS
San
We
have
Market,
appeared before the con3rd and
Clam Diggers Union
P. INGEGINER, No. 28;
W. E. Bundy, Bldg, Supt.
be waiting.
days of each month at Scottish
1. The SUP picket line is an atNo. 20208
S. BOMBARDOS, No. 437;
Well, thank you a lot and may sul and explained how these crimps tempt to
Rite Auditourium.
force NMU men off these
were exploiting foreign-born seaJOE KEALOHA, No. 453.
God bless you as I'm very anxious
OAKLAND—
Thursday, 7:00 P. M.
Arexuremeneare= Praneise
ships (which we won't work).
men
who
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helpless
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to get some news from someEXbrook 2147
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attempt
to
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of every month.
"We can afford to do for the pres- where. Goodbye. Closing, I remain, eountry and how they lived off the
!Bartenders Union No. 727
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misery of these men.
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ervation of peace and the employYours,
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get
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refused
Seamen's Cases
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aggrandizement."—Mayor F. H. LaMembership"
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driven off the waterfront and we
Office Location Seine for 20 tears
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urge the rank and file seamen to the east coast and in the gulf and
Union
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back us up in doing away with we can smash these starvation
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Saturday, 8:00 P. M.
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111110011,
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if
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unions will help us 1.
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tail to describe the method of work fight the crimps.
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ederation Executive Board Studies Shepherd Line Pickets
MORNING SESSION
ent organizations settling this ques- come to the meeting—they are the of Article V of the Maritime Feder- character, may be referred to the
(APRIL 21, 1938)
District Council, and if of a coasttion is not a new procedure. In ev- Federation. These Executive Board ation Constitution.
Meeting called to order by promIt is imperative that you attend wise character, referred to the exery Maritime Federation Conven- members voicing their opinion
tion any matter coming UP affect- should not be ashamed of having and present the Sailors Union of ecutive committee of the federation dent Engstrom at 10:25 a, In., at 77
ing only certain organizations is them hear things. Certainly we the Pacific side in the dispute with in writing, for adjustment, with Clay Street, San Francisco.
Roll call taken and the following
due consideration being given to
the Shepard Steamship Company.
referred 'to those groups first. It is should have an open session.
recommendation of the District members present: President,
the
2
at
held
meeting
will
be
whole
and
The
never taken up as a
believe the Executive
May:
Engstrom; Vice-President, R. Bendiscussed at first. I don't see why Committee should be closed, If you p. m. today at the Warehousemen's Council."
A
AlR
aT
skAa.
You can readly understand one Fsoineh;eSrmecernet,earuy,.,JoAh.n
some of these organizations should want to have a mass meeting then Hall, 77 Clay Street and will be
Vigen; ARTA,
object when we have a beef which have it so the members from up open to all members of the Mari- section gives the Executive Board
The following are the
is absolutely a matter concerning and down the coast can come. 1 time Federation of the Pacific power and the other takes it away. Z. R.,Brown; IBU, P. Benson; I. A.
e Executive Board of
seven organizations. The set-up of don't see where all these men Coast.
The purpose as I see it is strictly Machinists, H. Hook; ILWU, J.
cific Coast, held April 20, 1938.
Fraternally yours,
the organizations in the seafaring found out there was going to be a
attempt to get back some of the Schomaker; M. C. & S., J. Snedto
fundamental
the
is
there
Then
The meeting was called to order at 10:42 a. m. by Presishore
different
than
that
of
FEDERATION
is
crafts
MARITIME
OF
which we have lost on the don; MEBA, H. Norman; MFOW,
harmony
d t Engstrom at the Masters, Mates and Pilots Hall, San principle involved on the question of crafts. They cannot grasp the fun- meeting when we didn't know it
THE PACIFIC COAST.:
Pacific Coast. In certain ways V. J. Malone.
picketlines. The Sailors Union
ourselves until last night. We have
ncisco.
why can't our disputes
Following members absent: M. M.
John Kucin, Seey-Treas.
somebody is going to have to give
members are militant men and they idamentals, so
never called the rank and file in
R011 call taken and the following members present:
be settled between ourselves and our previous meetings. They will
Secretary reports he talked to in order to do that. A situation & P., C. F. May; SUP, C. Tillman,
a
it
was
line
and
picket
a
placed
President, J. W. Engstrom; Vice President, R. Benson;
Engstrom: You all recall this
brok. then recommend our decision to the get it in the •=!Voice" and they can some of the Sailors officials on the has been created on the Pacific
ecretary, John Kucin; Alaska Fishermen's Union, A. real picket line. When it was
Federation for adoption or rejectelephone and tried to negotiate an Coast which demands it for CUD Own meeting adjourned for the purpose
To
fight.
was
a
there
naturally
en
it.
read
I. en ; ARTA, Z. R. Brown, I. A. Machinists, H. Hook;
be settled with ev.appearance. After much discussion protection. It is up to the Execu- of allowing a committee to appear
their picket line you have to tion. It cannot
Engstrom: The Chair's interpreWU, J. Schomaker; MEBA, H. Norman; MFOW, V. J. crash
eryone sitting in here who don't unthey thought they might attend if tive Board members here to see if at the SUP Hall in an effort to
this
tragedy
of
The
have
a
fight,
tation is that is is not a mass
lone; MM&P, C. F. May.
organizations.
our
derstand
they had more time—say until ten some plan can't be formulated in an secure their cooperation and aid
that a union of the FederMaritime
()Rowing members absent: MC &S, J. Sneddon; SUP, one was
Brother Engstrom states the hall meeting. Members of the
tomorrow morning. However, the effort to cease all these disputes. in this meeting. You will hear a
decided to go through anation
Tillman.
to capacity and asks the Federation will be - allowed to sit following letter has been received: The floor is open for the members report from the committee by
other's picket line. The MFOW and is now full
MORNING SESSION
in as observers without voice or
Board.
the
wishes
of
April 20, 1988.
of the Executive Board for any in°. Brother Norman.
Brother Vigen states Brother Mar- in 1934 and 1935. On this sugges- SUP would never go through a
Brother Schomaker suggests that vote.
Norman: There is not much to
tion or recommendation.
Mr. John Kucin, Secty.-Treas.,
The
E. Olson of Portland is the Ex- tion I think it would be no more Longshoremen's picket line. For the
Question called for. Roll call vote Martime Federation of the Pacific, Chair will not allow any person- report. We couldn't contact Brewe move to 77 Clay Street where all
ecutive Board member for the Alas- than right and fair that we should Firemen's Union, acting on a coasttaken:
observers can be seated.
.
alities to be indulged in by any- ther Lundeberg—we don't know
No 24 California St.,
Fishermen and states he has not hear from the organizations which wise basis, I must ask theExecutive.
Yes
Alaska Fishermen
Kucin: When we talked this thing
whether or not he is in town. Perbody.
San Francisco, Calif.
11 authorized to act in his place, come under this category. Every. Board to remember that we are
Yes
ARTA ....a
over and decided on an Executive
Dear Sir and Brother:
Malone: Does the letter froth the haps Brother Malone might add
rother Engstrom explains that thing that will be said at this meet. members of the Federation and we
• • Yes
IBU
Board meeting, we pointed out posI am just in receipt, at 1:30 p. Sailors Union say that they would something.
'much as Brother Vigen substi- ing is being taken down and will have an agreement with the Shepmeeting.
Now
Machinists
Yes
sibilities
of
a
mass
Malone: We couldn't contact Brom, today, of your n•ote advising meet with us tomorrow morning at
Fedthat
the
for Brother Olsen at the last be printed in the "Voice" so that ard Line and we ask
ILWU
....Yes
if this is going to be settled, it is
trier Lund eberg. Some of the SUP
me that the Executive Board of the ten o'clock?
cutive Board meeting he laid every member of the Maritime Fed- eration respect that agreement.
ExecMEBA
Yes
officials said they expected LundeFederation, under rules adopted
Brown: We have not had a ruling supposed to be settled by the
been notified instead of Brother 01- eration is going to hear everything
Kucin: No, the letter does not
MFOW
No this morning, will enter and print
.:
bergt here at any time. We waited"
• pon the recommendation of the utive Board. In fact, we didn't even
by error. Feels certain the said at this Executive Board meet-u
,
att,m. & la, .....
conNO in the Voice and in the record of say that. I talked to the Sailors around for about fifteen minutes
President trying to split this Ex- consider it being settled, but
elegates would not object to his ing.
over
the
phone
and
tried
to negosidered the finding of facts. As I
6 yes 270 the Executive Board proceedings, tints an appearance. In order that -and when he didn't show up we
a
nli in in Brother Olsen's place. Schomaker: The Longshoremen also ecutive Board up. District Council
understand it, this should be an Excame on to the meeting.
intended
the
body
No.
2
to
act
as
a
and
positions on this dispute be
the SUP views
objection,
object to confining this to just the
settled, the SUP
ecutive Session of the Executive
Motion carried. Secretary stands their disput with the Shepard
Engstrom: The meeting was
is
and
that
the
whole
first
thing
we
!other Engstrom states there seafaring crafts and Longshoremen.
Board. There is no question of a excused to make arrangements for Steamship Lines for violation of must put in an appearance. With- called for the purpose of attempting
e a few present who are not mem- This disput is a basic dispute that should decide.
out the appearanceof the SUP here,
to secure some formula in an etEngstrom: As I stated the other mass meeting involved at this time. the hall at 77 Clay Street. (11:25 their agreement with the SUP, and
hers of the Executive? Board. Asks not only concerns the Maritime
nothing can be accomplished. I
the meeting a. m.)
When
Engstrom:
fort to iron out the problems which
organizations'
delegates
will sit in
advising me that a meeting will
• here are any objections to having- workers, but all workers in Amerfirst opened I pointed out that there
Secretary' reports back that the be held by your Board at 2 p. m. talked to them after I wrote the we have been confronted With, not
these men seated as observers. No ica. This action of the SUP is di- as members of the Executive
letter and they thought we didn't only here but up and down the
were a few present who were not hall can be obtained at one o'clock
Board,
but
for
the
.
object
of
trying
to
today. As you can see, this does
rected against the NLRB decision.
etion.
give them enough time to build up coast. The floor is now open to
members of the Board and asked if this afternoon. If there are any disaccomplish
something,
I
made
the
not
give
the
SUP
sufficient
time
Engstrom: Two District Councils' Certainly this not only affects the
their case. They said that if they Executive Board members.
there were any objections to ob- turbances we will have to get out.
suggestion
that
they
try
to
leave
to get the various documents, etc.,
ecutive Boards have sent in re- seafaring crafts, but means the life
servers. No one raised any objecwere given until 10 a. m. tomorrow,
would
like
to
Malone:
I
Schomaker: Will you please rewithas
much
as
make
the
matter
possible
a
ready
for
publication.
However,
if
American
eats for a Maritime Federation of the Federation and the
tion then.
they would possibly put in an ap- peat the report from the Committo
contact
the
SUP
in
writin
the
confines
of
those
organizethe Executive Board is interested,
m
o
t
i
n
c
u
v
e
Board meeting—namely labor movement. This dispute ill
Moved and seconded that the Secpearance. The letter, of course, tee. I couldn't hear it.
• 1. and No. 2. The meeting has over the question of whether or not tions involved. The organization retary be excused to make arrange- ing. In the constitution under Sec- and will have the time to do so,
is
something else again.
Engstrom: The committee ad8
of
that
tion
Article
V
it
states:
originally
submitted
this
to
the
"The they may come to the Sailors'
been called under Section 2 of Ar- a group of workers have the right
ments for a meeting at 77 Clay Executive Committee shall not asSneddon:
I
understand
the
Secvised
that they appeared at the
LongMaritime
the
Federation
was
Union
of
the
Pacific
office
and
see
Sot the Constitution, which to designate which union they want
Street where observers can be sums the power to negotiate
agree- the signed contract which the retary to say that irrespective of ,SUP Hall but had been unable to
reads: "Should any dispute of a to belong to. That is exactly what shoremen. A motion in Portland seated. Brown first, Schomaker
ments or settle disputes without Sailors' Union of the Pacific has anything else, we can't do anything contact Brother Lundeberg. He
1 character occur between an the dispute is. This dispute is of was passed by the Portland Long- second.
without the SUP. If That is a fact, was expected back but he was not
first being instructed in writing by with the Shepard Steamship Co.
affiliated organization and the em- the same character as that of Mr. shoremen that it be referred to the
May: I certainly object to turnM
a
r
i
ti
m
e
Federation
I
can't see any sense in going on there. Tried to contact him both
Executive
the
membership
of
the
Union
consaid
you
know,
who
As
the
membership
of
er, the organization concerned Girdler of Little Steel,
ing this into a mass meeting. I
corned in such agreements or dis- the SUP have instructed their of- with the meeting of the Executive yesterday afternoon and this morn, 11 first attempt to adjust the lie would not abide by the decision Board with the understanding that
want this in the record that while
ing.
putes." The SUP should have a ficialsthat this is not a Maritime Board.
m tters itself. If the organization of the NLRB. We as workers are the six seafaring organizations and
that picket line was on I went on
the
Longshoremen
vote
on
it
and
Schomaker: Did they try 110
,anot affect a satisfactory settle- certainly benefited by the Wagner
delegate at the meeting.
Executive
Board
Engstrom:
The
Federation
of
the
Pacific
dispute
board the ship and spoke to our
take
active
part
in
the
discussion
Market
Street?
and
Moved
seconded
that
the
confining
this
—that
has
a
quorum
and
they
can
to
just
is,
a
dispute
now
Act
and
by
ment, the dispute, if local in charinvolving any
some steveof it. This does not mean that the Mates. Immediately
Engstrom: No, they just tried the
secretary be instructed to notify the component organization of the conduct business if they so desire,
- • ar, may be referred to the Die- the seafaring crafts and the Longdore came along and were going to
But there is a possibility of having regular SUP Hall on Clay Street.
trict Council, and if of a coast-wise shoremen, are leaving the way open other organizations would not be dump me right there. I have been SUP in writing of this matter un- Maritime Federation.
present
and
be
entitled
to
a
voice
Schomaker; Did they contact any
der
Section
8
of
r'' racter, referred to the executive to wreck the Federation. Every
Article
Article
the Sailors at a later meeting,
V.
MaSection
3,
Under
V,
we
threatened many times before and
if
they
so
desire.
It
is
entirely
in
other
officials?
certainFederation
is
lone
first,
the
surer
member
of
Schomaker
seconded.
turn
will
wish
to
which
in
make
a
quote
you
as follows:
committee of the federation in writI know the spot has been put on
Malone: We contacted several ofBrother Brown suggests including
t?' for adjustment, with due con- ly concerned in this because if this order for them to assume voice and me. Jam
"The
possibility
of
creating
the
unity
Executive
(of
Committee
not going to any mass
e ration being given to the recom- picket line is observed we are defy- vote if they so desire,
the M. C. & S. in the motion. No the Maritime Federation) shall not which we are trying to obtain. As ficials who said that they would
meeting with men coming in prejHook:
The
Machinists
are
in
the
in ndation of the District Council' ing the National Labor Relations
objection, so the M. C. & S. are assume the power to negotiate far as conducting business we can have Lundeberg get in touch with
udiced.
,
• Jertain aspects of this case are Board and secondly tying up the Maritime Federation on a coastwise
• included in the motion.
agreements or settle disputes with- conduct the business of the Execu- us.
Malone: This is called a meeting
basis
and
while
it
is
true
we
are
one
Schomaker: How about the minnot tinder this clause of the Consti- San Francisco watsirfront and eventBrother Kucin states alt organ- out first being instructed, in writ- tive Board right now, inasmuch as
of the Executive Board and should
utes of the last sessions. Are we
. on. The officers felt that due to ually the entire Pacific Coast. That of the smallest organizations in the
izations have already been informed Ing, by the membership of the un- we have a quorum.
be made a meeting of the Executive
going to hear them or not?
the seriousness of this situation it is certainly going to affect every Maritime Federation, the way I look
in writing.
Ion concerned in such agreements
Kucin: There is one thing I am
Board.
If it
mass meeting let
Engstrom: The minutes will an- definitely important that some workers affiliated to the Federa- at this thing is that I am interested us change itistoa a mass meeting.
Question put and motion carried. or disputes."
concerned with. Regardless of
in trying to keep the solidarity of
tem be taken to iron out the situ- tion.
Engstrom: So there will be no
Naturally, the SUP presumes whether I am an official or a rank pear in the "Voice" verbatim.
Engstrom: The Executive Board
Schomaker: Isn't it possibly that
We just went on record against the Maritime Federation. If the
a n because we are faced with a
misunderstanding. This meeting is that the Executive Board of the riTdtofilheizeemilliterthi:gcaaredel7sh of who
meetings have always been open to
Executive
Board
decides
the
Mamistakes could be made? I would
•eblem which could very easily the Seafarers' Federation and cernot called for one situation which Maritime Federation, under the
members of the Maritime FedoracOMPletely smash up the effective- tainly 7have to stick together as a chinists or the other organizations
has developed in San Francisco. Constitution, is not trying to assume day we had worker slugging worker like to hear what is rocorded,
tion.
When I asked for objections
who
are
not
directly
affected
in
Engstrom: The Executive Board
.•6 of the Federation. The Presi- Federation to find out right now
As I pointed out before that al- the power to negotiate nor settle —something which should never
members will have an opportunity
dent feels that this has been corn- if the SUP is going to bring goons this particular controversy to with. if others were to be seated there though this situation is here, we a strictly SUP dispute, when
the
Fedoccurred
in
the
Maritime
have
to check them before they are put
on for some time, but thought it down here and run the San Fran- draw or not vote, naturally we will were no objections raised. Now have been confronted with it up SUP has not referred the matter to
eration. Rather than criticize and
in the "Voice."
could be avoided until the Conven- cisco waterfront and tell us what we abide by that decision. But what it has developed where it looks as and down the coast in every port. the MFPC.
blast people, I believe we should all
Brown: I am under the impresti
and then the Convention could are going to do. We, the Lang- we are interested in is maintaining though a large hall will be required It is all one big problem and one
Fraternally,
backward as much as we can
lean
hold
observers.
The
the
to
all
the
Maritime
we
Federation and
e, e action to inaugurate ways and shoremen, are not going to do it
s
einolv
th
eat B
Louanrddebetn
rgem
ishn
er
ci, theTh
Eexyquestion that is to be discussed—
HARRY
LUNDEBERG,
e
a
t.
breaking
e
a
our
w
ans of settling the situation for and if it means bloodshed on the hope that this Executive Boerd will Chair made the ruling that
that is under this one Section 2 of
Secretary-Treasurer.
people
p
no
oeuotp
are
escskisb,lytolegaent twhiethp
there
have contacted the Execufuture. However, it now comes waterfront that is what we are go- clarify the situation and. possibly was not an objection whenthereshould
Article IX; wherein picket lines
P. S.: We shall forward to you, tempting to place the blame on to
get
the
members
in
was
only
two
organization
together
inone
or
to pass that it is necessary that we ing to haVe. We feel strong enough
have been placed un and down this for the record, the documents con- sit in and give their side of the pie- tiveBoard member it seems to me.
initely take some steps that will to fight it and we are going to fight stead of having this dissatisfaction the hall. It is not going to be a coast which have not been in ac- cerned.
Engstrom: The committee atohleloaw
rdithcoannt
is E
wehxoele
cuptirve
tduiere
n.nseTth
he
solve this problem not only for this it. We don't care what they say that seems to exist at the present mass meeting, though—that is defitempted to contact the officials in
cordance
with
the
Moved
and seconded that these
constitution or
e but`for the future.
the SUP Hall.
or do, we are going to stop it. At time. Whatever the decision of the nite. According to the ruling, there resolutions
r
passed. Further than letters be made part of the record.
the people who are blamed for this
.,.in September we will be faced the same time we are going to stand Executive Board is, we are quite will be no voice and no discussion
Malone: I think there is a very
that
I
am
going to asktwo members Brown first, Malone seconded. Mo- situation sitting in, and after you
from other members. They will
h a very much more serious situ- by the National Labor Relations willing to abide by it.
simple means of settling this whole
from
tion
different
carried.
act
organizations
to
are through it doesn't change the
.Vigen: For the Alaska Fishermen, have nothing to do as far as dis.. on than at the
dispute . . . (interruption because
present time. At Board until they reverse their deEngstrom: So there will be no position of that group one bit. You
I can express the same thought RS cussion or voting is concerned. as Master-at-arms at this meeting.
the present time the press, public eision Or make a new one.
observers cannot hear).
(Brother
Ferron
and
misunderstanding,
of
MEBA
this
is
an
Execuall realize that and you must recog. even numerous members in our
Malone: I am pleased to hear Brother Hook. The only thing is In other words all they will be is Brother
Moved and seconded that wst inClark of ILWU appointed). tive Board meeting. On a motion nize it. In order to get this thing
that if it comes to a vote my vote observers. If you wish to have
OWD
stall a microphone inasmuch as
Federation have come to the Schomaker make those statements
No
one
this
but
morning
Mare
at
the
members
of
the
Masters,
Mates
settled, to get back the harmony the
. elusion that the effectiveness of because yesterday I asked him if can be challenged because I am not an Executive Session then it is up
hall is so. equipped. Brown
about andv seen
have
yetalkedgo
efew
the Maritime Federation has been he was going to come into this meet- a regularly elected delegate to the ito the delegates here to so vote and time Federation will be allowed at & Pilots Hall, it was decided that we
first, Malone seconded. Motion
this
the
meeting.
meeting
be
open
to
all
members
have
lean
' • A very far-reaching situation ing with a clear unbiased mind— Board.
then you will have a closed ExecuBrother May states he will not of the Maritime Federation of the backward and negotiate with the carried.
P. Benson: I am not in a position tive Session if that is what you
8 developed inasmuch as it has his statements'show he is certainly
Malone: I feel this thing can be
be able to attend this meeting as Pacific Coast. All members will be officials and rank and file of the
to forefit any right as an Execu- wish.
The motion by Brother
b ken illi the sanctity of the picket- biased. The Sailors Union and the
(Continued on page 5)
the M. M. P. are holding their seated as observers. All discussion SUP and ask them to come in. If
lost the effect that we have Marine Firemen have agreements tive Board member or to forego tak- Brown meahs that a larger hall will
re
n
og
ou
n.
lar
meeting
and
at
action
afterwill
one this
be taken by the Ex- we don't do that we have to admit
always tried to maintain,
with the Shepard Line. Mr. Scho- ing part in the discussion because be secured and every member of
ecutive Board members only. All that all we want to do is to crucify
would suggest that inasmuch as maker takes the attitude that the we are directly interested due to the Maritime Federation will be
Meeting adjourned at .11:35 a. m. these actions, statements, etc., will somebody.
this is a situation which closely in- Federation should not support the the fact that the decision of this allowed to sit in and listen only.
to reconvene at two o'clock at 77 be taken down verbatim and will
Federation
might
make
it
a
precedYes only the six seafaring organ- component organizations of the
Moved and seconded that inasIf you don't want this motion then
appear in the "Voice of the Fed- much as the SUP is vitally interoli f
i
d
decision
i i
and it is up to you to pass a motion Clay Street.
cations and the Longshoremen that Federation. The motto of the Fed- eat an d policy-forming
eration." Any observer who at any ested in this and they have made
it be kept within the confines of oration he knows as well as I do, possibly will be used in the current which puts you in a closed session.
time whatsoever causes a disturb- statements that they possibly will
AFTERNOON
SESSION
et se seven organizations. This is "An injury to one is an injury to dispute in which we are involved.
Hook: There seems to be a split
This dispute also involves picket
not suggested
(APRIL 20, 1938)
ance of any form will be asked to be here by ten tomorrow morning,
to slight other or- all."
decision right now. We have heard
lines.
Meeting called to order by Presi- leave. We have Masters-at-arms
So I am not in a position
• izations, but in an at tempt to
we adjourn until ten o'clock tomorThis situation has been duplicated
from the M. M. & P. and the FireMEN'S TAILORS
iron out the situation in a manner before and the injured parties in to let this dispute be settled with- men's Union on one side and the dent Engstrom at 2:16 p. rm. at the and they will request any observer row morning to invite the Sailors
out
having
some voice in the matWarehousemerf's Hall, 77 Clay St., to leave who attempts to take the and Masters, Mates & Pilots to
Leh will be satisfactory to all, those cases were the LongshoreARTA and Longshoremen on the
1 ara sure
ter.
San Francisco.
accom-floor
or is out of order.
these other organizations men. I Will quote two instances—
have representatives here. Hook
other. If you are going to
Engstrom: The whole
ole dispute is
Secretary reports M. M. & P. abwill only bring back recom7 first, Sneddon second.
We
I not feel slighted about it. That the case in San Pedro where the
plsh
i
anything out of this, let us
this. Up and down the Coast every
sent due to regular meeting.
I the most
mendations to the entire memberThis firm has been fair to
logical way of going entire port was locked out for 14
not break up over this issue of
Schomaker: If one of the STIP
Roll call taken and the following ship on the Pacific Coast. There
ut the problem. If there are no days. Mr. Schomaker didn't come organization and every District
whether this is to be a mass meetdelegates refuses to come tomorUnion Labor
Council has seen,fit to take it upon
- ections such will be the order.
would like to
out and suggest settling that case
ing or an Executive Board meet- members present: President, J. W. are a few points I
morning, what are we going
row
themselves
to
place picket lines at
bring out for the benefit of everyBrown: There is an objection to over the board. The same thing in
ing. Let us keep the organizations Engstrom; Vice-president, R. Bento do?
, recommendation of keeping this the Crockett beef. We have men some time or the other without conson; Secretary, John Kucin; Alaska one. The communication from the
here that are represented ... not
Engstrom: It will be entirely up
suiting
other
organizations. This Is
Sailors Union has ppinted out that
within the confines of the organize- en those ships and those men are
have some walk out against a mass Fishermen's 'U., A. Vigen; ARTA,
•
to
the delegates tomorrow whether
not
the
first
time
it
has
happened.
Z.
it
is
which
R.
not
dispute
a
should
Brown;
IBU, F. Benson; I. A.
8 as stated. The situation cer- backing up the Federation 100 per
meeting. For harmony's sake we
continue.
want
to
or
not
they
In
every
port
and
practically every
tainly affects the entire Maritime cent. That is the attitude of the
come under the juriediction of the
want to get all the organizations Machinists, H. Hook; ILWU, J.
Hook: I made the motion to ad- BE CONSISTENT
Maritime Federation of the Pacific
oration and I think the AFU, as Firemen's Union—that if the Long- organization this has happened, and here and keep them
Schomaker;
SnedM.
C.
&.
S.,
J.
here.
journ
until tomorrow morning due
it
DEMAND THE LABEL
is
contrary
to
the rulings of the
mFow, Coast, due to the Constitution. They
- 11 as the Machinists and others, shoremen have a. beef we will back
May: Mr. Chairman, in your open- don; MEBA, H. Norman;
Sailors possibly
the
fact
that
to
the
Maritime
.
a mild have voice and
Federation—both
the
conare
will
read
right.
I
two
V. J. Malone.
parts of
vote in this. them up 100 per cent. We have the
ing remarks you stated the whole
an.d Live up to Your
would have someone here by ten
should not be brought into con- same situation here and we don't stitution and resolutions passed ...
Following members absent: M. M. the constitution, both dealing with
in
proceedings
would
be
printed
tomorrow
If
morning.
tomorrow
Union Principles
flnee of any particular organizations like the biased mind of Mr. Scho- that no picket lines would be placed
this
particular subject: Section 3
the "Voice of the Federation." & P., C. F. May; SUP, C. Tillman.
this matter is detrimental to the maker. The Firemen's Union, after against another member of the Mariof Article V states: "The Execu- morning at 10 they have no one
Secretary
Kucin
reads
letter
sent
Therefore, the rank and file will
can deentire Federation itself, It is up to all, is paying Per Capita Tax into time Federation until such time as
tive Committee shall not assume here, the Executive Board
•
see word for word what is said to the Sailors Union and Marine
want
to
they
not
or
the
picket
whether
first
cide
line
question
was dis, to be democratic enough to let the Federation. They joined the
the
power
to
negotiate
agreements
Cooks
and
Stewards:
and done here. There is no need
go ahead.
everyone have the same say, as all Federation to be protected and have cussed by other organizations and a
or settle disputes without
I
April 20, 1938.
then for a mass meeting.
complete
understanding
had
been
Amendment that after the adups are equally affected.
being
in
instructed
writing
by
the
Mr.
their agreements observed and proHarry
Lundeberg,
Sec.,
Brown: It will not be a mass
arrived at. That has not been done
- ngstrorri: As stated
we have a committee of
journment
membership of the Union conSailors Union of the Pacific,
before, this tected.
in this case, but it also never has meeting but simply give the men a
was suggeeted for the
members
of the Executive
three
corned
such
in
agreements
or
dis59
Clay
As a component organization the
purpose of atStreet,
UNION TAILORS
chance to observe what we do and
to create something which Marine Firemen, as well as the been done in the past—this la only
putes." Section 2 of Article IX Board have a talk with the officiSan
Francisco,
Calif.
say.
I
don't
intend
to
say
anything
a
climax
of
that
situation,
OrganWill bring us back to where we were Sailors Union, are affected by this
716 Market Street
states: "Should any dispute of a als of the SUP.
Dear Sir and Brother:
izations take it upon themselves to here that I don't want heard. If it
Amendment put and carried.
local character occur between an
I
have
been
instructed
by
the
Explace a picket line against other is going to be printed it will eventuMotion carried.
•
ecutive Board of the Maritime Fed- affiliated organization and the emmembers without that other mem- ally come out so why not let them
Brothers Malone (MFOW), Nororganization concerned
ployer,
the
oration
of
the
Pacific
Coast
at
this
ber having anything to say about hear it now. I don't see any obmorning's preliminary session to shall first attempt to adjust the man (MEBA), and Vice-President
it. We must stop that from ever Jecticm.
1907800
notify
ceAN
you that your presence is matters itself. If the organization Benson appointed ao contact the
SANSiFnR
Schomaker; It is a good indicahappening again.
.
54 EMBARCADERO
this afternoon's session cannot affect a satisfactory set- Sailors Union.
desired
at
120 EMBARCADERO
tion
that
the
rank
and
file
are
inMay: The suggestion of the
Meeting adjourned at 3:15 p. m.
GArfield 0593
under the provisions of Section 3 tlement, the dispute, if local in
GArfleld 37211
Chairman to have the six compon- terested in this thing when they
thing—and regardless of what the
National Labor Relations Board decities, the agreements of members
of the Federation should be held inviolate. They should not be disregarded or thrown overboard when
the East Coast moves in. If you go
on record to say the Firemen's
agreement is worthless, you can do
if the East Coast
official minutes of the meeting of the same thing
-Hawaiian
American
the
in
on
moves
the Maritime Federation of the
ships or intercoastal trade ships,
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Beware! Don't Kick the Cook
A Charlie Chan Chinese proverb goes something like
this: "Don't kick the pants off the cook baking your cake."
Maritime workers, and millions of other workers, are
eating cake occasionally because the Wagner Labor Act
became law against the frantic efforts of all the Tear-gas
Plants, Tough Tom Girdlers and Hustling Henry Fords.
Sixty-odd Liberty League lawyers declared unanimously that it was unconstitutional. Before the rejoicing of the employers had reached its peak, the Supreme Court ruled that it was and should continue to
be the law of the land.
Against the continued attacks of the employers, the
NLRB has maintained a perfect score on the decisions it
handed down.
Before it became law, the oil companies forced a strike
on the infant Maritime Federation through the paid rats
they maintained in the unions. As a result, the unions were
drained of hundreds of thousands of dollars, and nine
union leaders were railroaded into San Quentin. Some still
sweat out the years of their lives there. Some unions are still
broke.
The NLRB is now conducting an election on the tankers
to determine if the men wish a union, and what union they
want to represent them.
There is no reason to expect that they will not vote
overwhelmingly for the SUP and the MFOW and the
MC&S to represent them hereafter. No strike was
necessary to bring this election about, and when the
result is announced, the oil companies will be too wise
to ignore the mandate of the NLRB.
The NLRB is only one department of the United States
government. It has faithfully represented and protected the
workers. The Maritime Commission is another department
in the government.
The employers cheer for it, but the maritime workers do not, for they know it is nothing but a shipowners
agency seeking to destroy all the gains they have won
in the last three bloody years of struggle.
In this fight against the perversion of governmental
functions by the Maritime Commission, the Department
of Labor and the NLRB have given the workers valuable
support.
The fight is not over. Perhaps it never will be. For the
moment the balance of progress and power rests with the
Labor Unions—
That balance will shift against the workers as their
defenders among the government agencies are crippled or eliminated by the employers' Industrial Associations.
The recent eviction of several hundred striking miners
and their families from Grass Valley by strike breakers,
vigilantes, and law enforcement officers is a vivid example
of what will be attempted against the maritime workers if
the New Deal labor agencies are destroyed. Bloody Thursday will come again.
It is up to labor to give full support to the cook who is
baking their cake. With his end comes that of their unions.

Time for a Few Facts
While enemies of the New Deal are scraping their
throats and straining their imaginations to hurl curses at
the Tennesee Valley Authority, it might be well to set down
a few things which TVA has clone.
It has furnished worthwhile employment to many thousands of people; steady employment, except as interrupted
by utility injunction suits. It has materially raised the
wages formerly prevailing in that region.
It has lowered markedly the high rates formerly
charged for current in that and adjoining districts; and
the effects of this are far reaching. It has put electricity
in the reach of thousands of home-owners who scarcely
dreamed about it before; and that has meant a big increase in the demand for modern household appliances.
It has erected some splendid public works—Norris Dam,
for instance.
It has made a notable start at flood control.
It has practicing conservation, rather than preaching it.
And it is prepared to go on with all these gains and
services; which will pay at the last for themselves.
These are not matters of argument. They are matters
of fact, record, history. They mark the TVA as one of
the great and beneficient works of the New Deal—which
must not be destroyed to satisfy anyone's private grudge.
India's Imperial Institute of Sugar Research is reported
to have discovered a means of hard-surfacing roads with
molasses mixed with coal tar and asphalt plus acids. The
mixture is said to produce a ton of road-surfacing material.
that costs only one-third as much as a ton of asphalt.

Handcuffed to a petty racketeer, Richard Whitney, five times president of the New York Stock Exchange, now prisoner No. 94,835, steps
from a trait at Ossining, N. Y., to be taken to Sing Sing prison to serve a
5-to-10-year sentence for grand larceny.—(Federated Pictures.)

MEETING SET Milwaukee
TO AID APPEAL Ban On Flag
IN FRAMEUP Held Farce
MILWAUKEE—(FP)—A ban on
the display of the red flag in parades and assemblages, enacted by
the reactionary-controlled Milwaukee common council, was denounced
here by Mayor Daniel W. Hoan.

To consolidate labor's support
back of the appeal for a new trial
being made by Earl King, former
secretary of the MFOW, Ernest G.
Ramsay, former MFOW patrolman,
and Frank J. Conner, ship delegate,
Under the resolution passed by
a mass meeting will be held at 8
p. in. in Eagle's Auditorium, 273 the council, the chief of police Is
Golden Gate
Avenue, Sunday, instructed to prohibit the exhibition
of the red flag when it is carried
May 8.
to symbolize "overthrow of demoJohn D. Barry, San Francisco
cratic government."
News columnist, will be chairman.
"The farcical purpose of this
Speakers will include Ellis Patterson, candidate for Lieutenant Gov- resolution," Mayor Haan wrote,
ernor and progressive Assembly- "is best understood when it Is
man; George Kidwell, President of recognized although neither state
the Bakery Wagon Drivers, and nor federal officials have been
Louis Goldblatt, Secretary of the able to gather sufficient evidence
Northern California division, CIO, to convict either Communists or
as well as the attorneys for defense, Nazis of organizing to overthrow
government by force or violence,
Herbert Reline'. and John EliIan.
The three defendants are now in this resolution holds forth the
San Quentin prison on second de- promise that our chief of police
gree murder charges carrying a will be able to do so.
five-year-to-life sentence. They are
"I am not ready to establish a
accused of conspiring in the murder dictator, whether he be chief of
of George W. Alberta, chief engi- police or not, to brush aside reguneer of the S. S. Point Lobos, on larly constituted tribunals."
March 22, 1936.
----Hold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
At their trial, the only evidence
linking them to the crime was
the testimony of George Wallace,
confessed participant in the actual murder, who In return for a
promise of leniency, aided in
framing Earl King, the ablest
and most trusted leader among
the union seamen.
The briefs for the appeal for a
new trial have been filed with the
District Court of Appeals by the defendants' attorneys. Arguments will
be heard by the court in May and
a decision rendered within ninety
days thereafter. If the courts feel
that they dare not uphold the railroading because of labor protests,
the men will be given a new trial,
where they may receive the justice
denied them by the farsical perversion of justice that marked the first
trial.

Green Tells
Shipowners
of New Union
WASHINGTON— (FP) —Establishment of a federal local in the
maritime industry was announced
here by Wm. Green, president of
the AFL, in a letter to shipowners
asking conferences for the purpose
of negotiating contracts.
Green's letter said that the successor to the International Seamen's Union is now to be known as
the American Federation of Labor
Seamen's Union No, 21420 and that
companies having collective bargaining relationships with the ISU
should negotiate with a committee
consisting of Patrick J. Ryan, an
AFL official; ROL Cha,pdelaine,
president of the union, and Robt.
Lynch, secretary of the union.
Green also declared that "I understand that a letter has been
sent to some steamship companies purporting to be signed
by the Internatoinal Seamen's
Union, David Grange, vice president." Grange, Green said, no
longer has any connection with
the ISU.
TORONTO, Out., Canada—(FP)
--Winning recognition, which was
the sole issue rif a strike call, the
Canadian Seamen's Union ended its
three-day strike against 160 Greet,
Lakes ships. Two thousand seamen

010 AIDE HITS
TORY DRIVE ON
U. S. SEAMEN
WASHINGTON— (FP) —Urging
that compulsory arbitration features of the proposed amendments
to the present Maritime Act be
dropped, Lee Pressman, general
counsel of the CIO, wrote Sen.
Thomas (D., Utah), chairman of
the Senate committee on education
and labor, declaring that "if employers in the maritime industry
will bargain collectively with the
chosen representatives of their employes, in accordance with the National Labor Relations Act, agreements will be reached providing for
stability and peaceful employment
relations."
The Senate labor committee Is
studying proposed amendments to
the Maritime Act dealing with labor
relations. Previously the Senate
commerce committee, under the
leadership of Sen. Copeland (D.,
N. Y.), recommended compulsory
arbitration but the House committee of'merchant marine and fisheries declared the labor sections
needed further study.
"On behalf of the CIO I wish
to urge upon you the undesirability
of any such legislation," Pressman
wrote Thomas. "It is our belief
that the answer to those problems
is to be found in the National Labor Relations Act."
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(Continued from page 1)
tices—contrary to the Wagner Labor Relations Act.
It pointed out that if the maritime unions win the elections and
gain control over the tanker seamen the men will lose their "good"
jobs as it is against the union's
policy to permit the men to go back
aboard after vacation; that they
will have to remain on the "beach"
and ship through the union hall on
the rotary system.
With the oil companies fighting
us our efforts to win the tankers is reaching its peak. The oil
companies are utilizing every
phoney propaganda agency to
confuse the tankship seamen. The
struggle is being intensified by
the reactionary elements who are
striving to poison the minds of
the tanker seamen against the
maritime unions.
The shipowners' tactics are well
known to the marine workers who
have been through many struggles
in the past four years, and it is an
undeniable fact that the shipowners
allied to the big oil interests will
stoop to anything to prevent organization and unity among the maritime workers!
Here I wish to advise all tankermen to be alert; be on guard
against any misleading propaganda
which is being used to influence
your vote against the maritime unions.
At present the Pacific maritime
unions, as well as those of the east
coast, are going through a period
eclipsed with intrigue. Schemes of
every design are being used to hinder the unions' growth, retard their
progress and to confuse the membership with the fixed idea of destroying the unions entirely!
PLAY OLD TUNES
Paid agents and stool-pigeons are
very active these days with the
campaign to undermine the unions
and the Maritime Federation. They
may tell you that the Firemen's
union is like the Longshoremen's
anion; that they are both "schools
for Communism."
The question of the "Reds" no

doubt will be raised and other remarks will follow emphasizing
that the leaders of the maritime
unions are attempting to capture
the government, etc., etc. Such
remarks are the shipowner's
stock in trade and they are used
by the bosses' stooges to prejudice you.
They do not want harmony and
unity in the seamen's ranks—they
do not want the oil tankers organized!
Many of the tankermen want to
know the relation between the
MFOW&W, and a gutter sheet
known as the "West Coast Firemen." Here I wish to state that
the paper, "West Coast Firemen,"
is subversive and has nothing to
do with the Pacific Coast Marine
Piremen, Oilers, Watertenders and
Wipers Association.
The paper does not convey the
policy of the union nor does it
express the sentiments of the organization's membership. It is
purely disruptive and considered
reactionary to the union's policy
for progress and unity!

Of all the intrigue the shipowners
use another pet scheme of theirs
Is to subsidize the publishing of
fake and deceiving "literature." You
may be surprised to find some of
the stuff aboard ship in the messroom or foc'sle. If so, throw the
shipowner's verbiage overboard as
you would garbage.
The Voice of the Federation is
the paper officially endorsed and
subscribed to by the MFOW&W, it
is the official organ of the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific, representing forty thousand militant
union men! For all tanker news
and results of the elections be sure
to read the "Voice."
You can get it in most places frequented by seamen. Be sure to vote
for the Pacific maritime unions.
This is how you can deliver a fundamental duty to yourself and
brother seamen and assist in the
movement to elevate the seamen's
living standards with higher wages
and congenial working conditions.

GENERAL MOTORS FOREMEN
BECOME EXPERT IN STARTING
TROUBLE TO DISCREDIT LABOR
By CARL HAESSLER
DETROIT (FP)—The 3-day shutdown by General
Motors of its huge Fisher body plant in Flint, the threatened
shutdown of the Briggs body plant in Detroit, the sitdowns
and slowdowns in a score of other Michigan auto plants are
incidents in the United Automobile Workers defense
against chiseling by employers on •
contracts during this layoff period. but in slack periods plant superinHere are the employer tech- tendents lie awake nights figuring
new ways of chiseling on both
niques:
agreement and custom. This is goThe company violates the senior- a
ity provisions of the agreement lug on in almost all G. M. plants.
A Cadillac worker with a gold
in laying off union men and putting
watch from the company for 21
foremen on production. The union
is unable to get satisfactory ad- years' service is unable to get
justment of the grievance. Some employment in the shop because
members begin to murmur: "Why under some new-fangled chiseling
he is
redited with only five
should we pay dues if the union
doesn't protect us?" The union years' seniority.
starts a dues-picketing campaign.
The custom of picketing a plant
The company shuts down the plant to collect dues from union mernon Ft pretext. This happened in hers going to work is being dethe G. M. Fisher plant in Flint.
nounced by employers and employer-dominated
papers like the Detroit
STIR TROUBLE
The co m pan y discriminates News in unmeasured terms. The
against union men by refusing to News calls it "something perilously
close to plain extortion" and 11apply seniority provisions in their
legal.
case. The Kelsey-Hayes wheel plant
Yet, as tinion men have pointed
in Detroit, for instance, laid off
eight men in order to "get" the out, it is on a par with the presninth, who was an active union sure brought by employers every
man in the white collar division. year on their employes to contribThe company says the contract ute to the community chest
v enss.ibliIn
e, fact, us
it Isfnaer y mcoorledoes not apply to salaried workers, d erfie
Dissatismoney
does.
says
it
union
The
faction slows down the production lected for the union serves an imtempo. The company declares it mediate good purpose for all the
will cut pay accordingly. Every- workers, while the community
iy lo esapriegn
to
generally peril.
thing is primed for a first-class ochusest
close
plain
ld.
ion and
strike. Then negotiations settled
of very doubtful benefit to the
the dispute.
who are forced by their
The company announces a 10employers to contribute.
cent-an-hour wage cut and throws
out the union contract after getting secret assurances from the
Detroit police department that
scabs will get armed escorts and
the union pickets will be roughly handled. Strike and police violence follow. This happened at
Federal Screw Works. But the
company was obliged to restore
the wage cut and sign a better
agreement than the union had before.
The union announces a dues-collecting campaign, The company responds by getting squads of police
on the scene, though no picketing
—just a "button day" In which
those not wearing paid-up dues buttons were listed—took place. Union
level-headedness averts clash with
police spoiling for a fight. This
happened at Timken-Detroit Axle.
ALWAYS CHISELING
Union-management relations are
governed by both agreement and
custom of the shop, The union observes the agreement as well as
the custom. When the management
has lots of orders it does the same,
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publisher who is chairman of ts,
concerned, for it came just as the committee.
Senate and House conference comGerard, though treasurer of tie
mittees wore in recess after a dead- organization, had no books, sign -lock on the tax bill was reached.
no checks, had no knowledge of the
Other recommendations and find expenditures of the organ izati
lags were:
and no knowledge of the receipts,
1. That in the "existing emer- though his name was signed to
gency" reliance must be placed on ceipts.
federal, state and local relief proAt one point the financial sta
grams now in operation.
merit of the organization was i•
2. That there are now close to troduced showing an expenditu e
12,000,000 workers totally unem- of $52,000 for postage. Sen. M
ployed with several million more ton (D., Ind.), chairman of the
working only part time.
committee, pointed out that so-,
3. During the calendar year of the literature sent out must have
1937 all forms of assistance cost been under a congressional fra '
the country $4,322,000,000, of inasmuch as over 14,000,000 pieces
which the states spent $1,431,- of literature were sent out. Gel"
000,000. For the period 1933-1937 disputed the statement and Se .
inclusive, the total cost of pub- Green (D., R. I.) suggested Unit
lic assistance and relief programs he be given a piece of paper a
was $13,500,000,000 of which $3,- a pencil with which to figure it out.
500,000,000 came from state and Gerard demurred, Raying, "1 ca
local treasuries. An additional even add up a golf score."
$5,800,000,000 was spent for emerIt was indicated that the coma gency public works.
tee, of which Edw. Rumely, a con4. Workers on relief should be victed German propagandist, is t
required to file statements showing active head, is preparing to oppo:s
the amount of earnings from work the government recovery prograias
other than WPA.
A report by Gannett boasted of t-5. Uniformity in the treatment work the committee did, in the
Of the states in respect to sponsor's guise of "upholding constitutio
contributions should be aimed at govermnent," in defeating the
through a stipulation in the relief wages and hours bill "which won
act that federal funds are to be have provided political control °ye,
used for pay labor costa and ex- labor and business."
penses of administration not to exceed $5 per month per worker per
state.
URGE CHANGES
6. Far-reaching modifications of
the unemployment compensation
system will have to be made and
-----it was recommended that the emDETROIT--(FP)—As Richard W.
ployment service be transferred
Reading, Detroit's anti-labor may
from the Department of Labor to
failed, despite his published threats,
the SOcial Security Board in order
to fire strikers or to run stie, •
to facilitate the unemployment
a settlement of the one-daY
cars,
compensation work.
tieup of the city-owned surf'a
7. Direct relief grants through
lines was reached which quic
the Farm Security Administrahad the cars running again.
tion are opposed and the rural
The AFL Street & Electric Rt
population should be placed on
way Employes Local 26 will be cerwork relief or granted loans extified as sole bargaining repres ,
cept In such communities In
tative if records show that it has
which it is not feasible to provide
a majority of both street car ;
work relief projects.
bus employes.
8. No change in the existing maAn early decision by the at •
chinery for relief could be made at
9
supreme court is expected on
this time without serious consecharter amendment, voted a year
quences.
ago, which grants system-wide
9. Opposition is expressed to the
niority on street cars and buses.
proposal that the social security
An independent Motor Coach
program for aid to dependent chilerators Assn., objecting to the sedren he extended to children of unniority plan because its memb
employed parents.
average less seniority, tied it 11P
10. Payments under the old age
in the courts. Tine AFL union str;
insurance system should begin
'musty objects to delay in putt
earlier than 1942 as now provided.
the plan into operation.
No date is set.
The committee said that it will
Attend Your Union Meeting.
continue its investigation "with a
view to making recommendations
Boycott Japanese Goods.
•••
to the Senate at its next . session
on the larger aspects of this problem." The present report, it said,
was designed to present the facts
Lunches Without Equal
and such recommendations as will
help the "present critical situation."
Ice Cream and
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Chorus Girls In N.Y.
Get Union Protection
NEW YORK—(FP)—The American Federation of Actors is conducting a whirlwind campaign here
which is quickly bringing chorus
girls under union contract. Latest
to sign with the AFA include the
Paradise Restaurant, American Music Hall, the Trocadero, the Howdy
Club, Salon Royal and Village Cellate Negotiations are under way
with tine Cotton Club, and the union
expects to have all local night
clubs signed up on both chorus and
principals before the fall season
opens.
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NEW YORK—(FP)—Over 3,000
members of the independent Altera- tEl
tion Plumbers, Steamfitters and El
Helpers Union here have voted to
affiliate with the AFL United Association of Journeymen Plumbers
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tial settlement of the trucking
strike here which cut normal deliveries to less than 15% was
CALLING ALL CARS
reached when 100 produce drivers
To
won a 2%-cent to 8-cent increase,
5301 San Pablo, Oakland
or minimum wages of from $25 to
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$28 for a 40-hour week. More than
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1,000 others are still deadlocked
..t)egitoolow
with the Associated Trucking InLa
dustry, which has stubbornly rePhone TEmplbar 2792
fused to meet demands of the InOPPOSITE CITY HALL
ternational Brotherhood of Teamsters. Failure to reach an agreeBAIL BONDS
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xecutive Board Members Consider Dock Dispute Additional Rank and File Letters
economic

Drellserve both Lundeberg and the rank destroy our union by
LUNDEBERG AND
and another on the East
• (Continued from page 3)
cepted as final and binding. Pend- ticipated in Labor Board elections, that line. But for the sake of har- West Coast
file of the MFOW. It will be sure, are utilizing our own union
and
MALONE
mony, I would like to see this mat- Coast. It isn't in the cards and
zo ved very simply and easily. In ing this decision all picket lines and
Recent events within the Federa- one or the other, brother Malone! members to do so by having them
possible. As can't be done, even though these
t .first place the members of the will be withdrawn on Shepard Line
WHEREAS: The SUP at. the ter settled as soon as
And where will you be when the bore from within. If this
make it of vital importance
tion
ccutive Board must bear in mind ships and the ships will continue present time is participating in a far as the MFOW is concerned, I picket lines are observed. The quesMFOW
SUP rank and file starts moving in clique is really sincere
that every member of the
we have to come to this meet- running as prior to this dispute— Labor Board election aboard West am not going to lead them in any tion is involved dealing with the
inissues
the
on
clarified
on Lundeberg. What fence will you ing the welfare of the membership,
becomes
battle with the longshoremen or National Labor Relations Board's
- with no spirit of vengeance or status quo be maintained.
Coast tankers, and
obclosely
that they
be sitting on then? Will you then they could have exercised their
any battle with the Sailors. It decision and the agreements signed volved and
defiance. We must preserve the
Sneddon: I heard part of the
position
the
WHEREAS: The SUP picket line
understand
be robbing Peter to pay Paul. Will democratic rights as union memand
serve
should be our job to conciliate the by the SUP and the MFOW. I could
,ration and preserve also the recommendation of Brother Malone,
officials.
against Shepard Line ships is in
other
and
you continue to be talking in circles bers by presenting their views at
Malone
by
Shepard
the
of
back
history
get
the
not
into
go
situation now and
interest of our own organization. but as far as taking this case to a
saying "on the one hand we the regular meetings, instead Of
fact picketing against a decision
and
ranks
our
within
When elements
into the same beef we have been Line ships. I could do that very
" eh to place before the Execu- Port Committee, or any other comtwidle dee and on the other we using a scandal sheet and
of the NLRB, and
have
cerFederation
the
split
to
attempt
because
accurately
way,
where
and
this
definitely
in. If we keep on
lye Board the position of the mittee, I don't know. As far as I
twidle dum." Not even in the slanderous attacks and lies against
have
of
continuance
evof
The
duty
the
WHEREAS:
C .•twise Firemen on this proposiwill we be when September 30th I was in Seattle in 1935 when it tainly it becomes
can understand there has been a the irresponsible action as instigatheyday of Ferguson's corruption did our union brothers, who, being milMFOW
the
that
see
to
brother
ery
West
the
time
that
At
first started.
rolls around?
. This matter has to be set- decision handed down by the Nayou raise a voice against his con- itants, are hated by the shipowner*,
ed by the SUP on the San FranCoast men did not want those ships fights against such a split. Cert1 • in my opinion, under the terms
e
leafboe ntakers.
;We should go along and try to
tional Labor Relations Board, and cisco waterfront on April 18 can
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Fights Pay Cut

San Pedro, April 21, 1938.
ary 10, 1938. Election results
or tank tops by hand, or clean dred and eighty-five ballots were
little
confuhas
been
a
eligible 141; NMU 112; ISU 5;
There
bilkes by hand. However, cleaning received from the post office.
The long awaited showdown jections were raised by all the sion in the last couple of days about neither 13.
bilge strainers, cleaning away k MEMBERS DEMAND UNITY
slowly took shape in the Salmon attorneys, including Coleman and the 86-called beef between the SUP
BEATRICE STERN,
sticks or rags shall be regarded as
For the third time the member- Canning Industry when the NLRB Madsen.
and Longshoremen and NMU. In
Asst. Sec., Natl.
part of the wipers usual duties."
ship has expressed themselves in no hearing of the ASWU, No. 5, CIO„
As the question of contracts order to clarify the issue, this bulleLabor Relations Bd."
It is proposed that when Oilers uncertain terms for National Unity
petition got under way. Trial Ex- came up, Madsen went to great tin will bring out certain facts to
speak for themselves.
The
facts
setfirerooms
to
pump
go in the
and for the CIO. Becauseof the aminer Martin Raphael presided,
lengths to prove (so he claimed) prove how phoney the beef is, and It is just another phoney beef to
tlers, they shall receive overtime. floating nature of the memberand Attorney Jennings prosecuted that they were the property of the that it is a deliberate move by put the ILWU on the spot and to
NEGOTIATIONS PROGRESSING Wipers to get overtime trimming ship; because every couple of
case for the NLRB, Room 276 AFL. The attorneys for the Pack- Lundeberg and a few stooges to try and bust the NMU. And, inthe
The San Francisco unions are op- ventilators going through the canal months sees a completely changed
in
the
Post Office Building was ers and Coleman likewise held this raid the NMU and incidentally to cidentally, why were the "Dirty
posed to the proposals submitted if before 8 and after 5. The pro- group coming through the port, this
have the Longshoremen pull the Dozen" up in the Sailors' Hall
used
as
the arena.
point of view,
to the unions of the Northwest by posals are very interesting and will Indicates that a cross section of the
chestnuts out of the fire and hold Tuesday night? And, why in San
Cannery
workHundreds
of
CIO
Medsen
shed crocodile tears over
the Alaska Packers' group. Their affect everyone on offshore ships. membership has three times given
the bag. The Longshoremen's posi- Francisco did Lundeberg call in a
terms are: To go to work for Be sure to read them. Space does the officials a mandate to carry era paged the sidewalk outside the the fact that our Union • had extion is and always has been this: flock of teamsters and other AFL
awaiting
eagerly
building,
reports,
erted
economic action in 1936 to
slightly above the 1936 wage scale not permit mentioning them all through national iunity. Members
Whenever a picket line is thrown men (so-called) to fortify his soas the trial progressed. A score force off the vessels men loaded
and set up a fact-finding commis- here.
have expressed themselves repeatagainst an employer, it always has called picket line?
of
elected
Patrolmen
from
the
Alason
them under police protection,
sion to determine if sufficient profit
BRANCH MINUTES
edly despite all the Confusion creka Cannery Workers Union, Local The attorneys for the Packers like- been and always will be respected.
We have no row with the rank
Is made to warrant any more
The meeting went on record to ated by the opponents of unity and
It stands to reason that a picket
and file of the SUP. They're. good
money, Such a commission would non-concur with the minutes of the sabotage by elements in the 5, insured peaceful and orderly de- wise declared that we took unfair
line against the boss is legitimate
George M. Harrison, presiden
union men, and don't like this beef
consist of owners, unions, and some Seattle which among other motions Branches who refused to issue the portment of the men. It was not a advantage of them—and so the
and will always be recognized as
the
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks
picket
line
as
was
so
erroneously
farce continued,
impartial third party appointed by had one to have all regular meet- ballot. Even though more than 2,000
at all. But, the officials of that
such.
If
the
brothers
will
think
and
head Of the Railway La
union are trying to use them as
a Federal judge. 7,000 Alaska can- ings at 1 p. m. This would make members voted to hold a Conven- reported in the Examiner. As peWORK TOGETHER
back a few months and remember
Assn., will lead the opExecutives
titioners
it
would
certainly
be
a
guinea pigs to try and smash us
nery workers affiliated to the Mari- it impossible for the sea-going fire- tion which naturally follows they
The Packers and the dual unions the famous teamster *picket
lines
rail brotherhood
position
of
the
and the NMU. Well, we can't go
time Federation would be going men to make the meetings and should have a right to express their breach of etiquette to picket a contended that (1) we are not em- in San
Francisco and the picket line
by the industry
any
and
all
attempts
hearing
this
Union
insisted
be
held.
back to the serf wages and a aye- would perpetuate shore clique con- approval or disapproval of the
ployers of the companies, (2) that around the Chamberlin here in San for it. For our protection, and for
to
slash
wages.
The courtroom was jammed with the contracts
tern of espionage with its head- trol.
belonged to the AFL Pedro, you will get the point. In the protection of the rank and file
Convention recommendations. If
cannery workers, representing the regardless of the 40 to 1
hunters (labor contractors), etc. It
dollars
million
half
a
vote to these instances, the picket line of all the Maritime Unions, this
had
LEGAL ACTION CONTEMPLATED the Union
three contenting groups, some of change affiliation to the
picket line will have to be
would likewise mean a wage cut to
be
fund,it
wouldn't
Strike
CIO,
the
in
non(3) was not thrown against the em- so-called
were
minutes
Pedro
San
them of rather dubious character. that our men are not efficient,
same as the one on
treated
the
all other unions including ours. The
in
Unity
National
as
(4) 'Auer, but against our own Unconcurred in with the exception of half as good
Grouped around tables were repre- that when the CIO
the Chamberlin was. And Buzzell's
proposition has been rejected by
of.
the
support
vote
without
was
September;
reHeadagreement.
ion,
the
Catalina
ILWU.. Naturally, the Long, the
sentatives of the press, attorneys waled the union broke up
the unions in Frisco.
into shoremen could not recognize them stumble-bums who are supposed to
quarters went on record to instruct the longshoremen on this Coast and
the
for
the
for
Packers—Madison
BOOK COMMITTEE WORK
three distinct groups, (5) that the as legitimate picket lines, and went be down here when the starts, had
the Secretary to take legal action the seamen on the East Coast a
APA,
Pillsbury
for
the
Red
Salmon
better stay uptown on Skid Row
The Book Committee has been
Two men shipput
companieswere deprived of the through them.
against Brother O'Sullivan if he strike would be a very difficult
Co., and Gerdes for the Alaska Sal- right to choose their employes,
and Hamburger Alley where they
eel to two: Brothers Wallace and
* • •
least.
the
(6)
say
to
matter,
to
pay
the
plan
Today,
the same thing applies
goes through with
mon Company (formerly the Bristol thatthe pledges did not
belong.
Morgan leaving, due to the slowprove any- in regard to the SUP-NMU-ILW.
BASEBALL BATS VS. THE
(1-10)
I.L.W.U.
union's money ($40 per week) to
U
Bay Packing Company).
down in books coming in. Almost
thing and (7) that if the member- The officials of the SUP, fearful
FEDERATION MEETING
MARITIME FEDERATION
Egner to act as an MFOW dispatchThere has been a drop of C:e
•
Around another table, grouped ship rolls must be checked
two thousand books have been
Th special meeting called by ▪ hours in the last period's wo
Thisweek has been a hectic one
that of losing their pie-cards, and in the
er in the SUP hall in New York.
together as In an unholy alliance, they go as far back as
issued to date. No more dues will
District Council Np. 4 of the :over the previous period of 144 1
Before
e
waterfront.
the
year
the
Frisco
on
collaboration
with the reactionary
The Firemen's Union does all shipwere attorneys for the AFL, Mr, 1924.
be collected on the old books after
AFL officials, have thrown these Maritime Federation accomplished
ping through the NMU Engine the Sea Thrush came in the Execuhours.
Coleman, and for the Filipino
a couple more weeks. Every memThe afternoon session reached a picket lines, not against the Shep- exactly nothing. A motion to refer
Division Halls in the East. Egner tive Board of the Maritime Feder•••
Fish Cannery Workers Union,
ber must produce written proof of
new 'low when the "labor" attorney ard line, but against the NMU. It the Shepard beef to the Maritime
is a brother of a Headquarters SUP ation District Council held a meetInc.,
a
Gracing
Mr.
Madsen.
the
his whereabouts during the '34
M.E•B.A.
Coleman asked Woolf, "Did you is the Chamberlin beef and the Federation was turned down. Also,
Patrolman. (He received exactly ing and invited the SUP officials
table also was Mr. Fred West
strike (May 16th-August 1st, 1934);
Nine men shipped.
know the Packers lost $10,000 in Frisco teamster beef all over again. a motion to refer to the Maritime
37 votes out of 2,505 cast in the and the NMU to appear to discuss
and
Mr. Walter Cowan—big
Tanker strike (March 9th, to June
Following is information regard- Federation Convention was turned
1936?"
last election for Frisco patrolman). contemplated picket action by the
spuds
in a small potato patch.
20th, 1935) and the recent strike,
LundeMr.
ship.
ing
the situation: First is a tele- down. So, the local heavy boys of
this
against
SUP
A
nd
Madsen
of
the
Filipino
,
M.M.& P.
Seattle two meetings ago non.
Sandwiched in between the im(October 29th, 1936, to February
the SUP and Firemen are going
refused
appear.
He
gram
to
from the Convention:
Workers Union asked Woolf if
concurred with sharing expenses berg refused
Work continues to be slow.
posing
array
of
legal
talent
and
4, 1937).
"Convention unanimously vet. "foist class or nuttin" in spite of
to sit around a table and do things
he thought the Union came first.
• • •
The inscription "strike record with the SUP on these disruptive
company union organizers, w as
ed to instruct Portland and Se- the overwhelming majority of the
in a union manner. Instead LundeThe trial Examiner ruled the
non-conlikewise
Honolulu
halls.
George
Andersen,
fighting
labor
atclear" in the book is not sufficient.
SCALERS
attle locals not to recognize SUP unions of the Maritime Federaberg called on the teamsters' ofquestion out of order but he in.
Due to absence of Headquarters curred with it. So did Headquar- ficials for support. He drove Jack torney representing the ACWU,
• Very slow week. The AM
picket lines on Shepard line tion against them.
slated upon explaining his reacondemned
Honolulu
Branch
ters;
records of the '34 and Tanker
Dean Hawaiian Company's of
ships Sea Thrush, Wind Thrush
Crilley, teamster Business Agent Local 5, CIO, George Woolf, Presi- son for asking the question. He
FORD PICKETS
Strike, proper identification is nec- the Seafarers Separation at its last (expelled from the ILA in 1934 for dent of the Union, and Raymond
dais have been making false
in
jurisdictional dispute to force
The boys on the Ford picket line
stated that because the cornessary in form of affidavits or meeting. Members are warned to fingering rank and filers to police), Aguirre, Secretary.
against the scalers
off
statements
NMU
men.
of
in
spite
Ships
solid
100%
are
standing
are
under
panles
were
not
given
the
right
signatures of the good standing disregard all people claiming to rep- down to the ship in his car. A
STALKING LOCAL 5
The sealers wish
Ore.
East
Portland,
Coast agreement and juris- terrific odds. They are maintaining
to choose their employes, the
resent the Union on the East Coast.
members.
The trial had not been under
have done
they
diction.
o
state
that
Letter
of
the
discipline
in
face
of
score of baseball bats were found
confirmation
wonderful
sent
inefficient
workUnion had
RESULT OF THE VOTE
That is besides producing book
way ten minutes before the specwork for this company.
follows.
in the back of his car.
lots of provocations. But, they are
ers,
thereby
causing
heavy
losses
The Balloting Committee brought
with all assessments paid and the
s • •
ILWU CONVENTION."
A couple of hundred SUP mem- tators in the courtroom sensed the to the Packers.
new to this game and need support.
Certificate of Identification and a in its report on the recommenda- bers together with a hundred or so mutual understanding between the
Telegram from Joe Curran, NMU So, Brothers, whenever you do not
George
Andersen
rocked
the
WAREHOUSEMEN
dollar fill. These rules were form- tions of the Seamen's National teamsters' goons and some from the dualunion attorneys and the attarhave to work, take a powder over 3
Court room with laughter, to the headquarters:
Work picking up a little;
Unity Convention held in San
ulated by the Branch Agents.
neys
for
the
Packers.
This
mutual
"NLRB certified Shepard line to the Ford plant and do a turn
AFL Cannery Company Union were
embarrassment of the so-called "lapected to be better in about
Francisco in January. There were
PROPOSED CLARIFICATIONS
in front of the dock to prevent the admiration society declared an bor" attorneys by asking: "Who are ships under jurisdiction of NMU. on the line. It will pay you divithree weeks.
In the course of the Secretary's 4 Propositions:
longshoremen from entering. Bren- "open season" on the CIO union, you representing, the employers or Vote NMU 112-18U 5. SUP II- dends in the end.
• *
report at the last meeting the
1. To set up a United Seamen's nan, an SUP member, who a couple Local 5,
legally
Interfering
this
jurisdicthe employes? you are supposed
FISHERMEN STRIKE
Secretary reported that five pages Council of North America to be af- of months ago told Henry Schmidt,
As Attorney Jennings called
tion.
Letter follows.
BARGEMEN
to represent the workers."
Fishermen, who afvoer been
over
of proposed clarifications of work- filiated with the CIO for the pur- 1LWU President, that he 'would for the Packers payroll, In order
JOSEPH CURRAN."
Very quiet.
That in short is what happened
locTkheed out, 3000 of 'em h,
ing rules have been submitted to pose of a more harmonious working
• * *
Excerpt from Ben Jones, East a month, turned the lockout into
blow his head off if he didn't give to determine who would be elig- in the courtroom and it was obvious
the shipowners for their acceptance. relationship between the Coasts him a work permit (stating that's ible to vote and who should repCoast
ILWU
representative,
5
letLer:
to all who jammed the room and the
an
effectivedemsdtsrikeanadnd
M. F. O. W.& W.
Some of them have already been on matters of mutual interest, such how it's done in Chicago) hit a resent the workers, the Packers'
"Shepard line is an East Coast aafnter
corridor, that there was cooperation
conditions.
Eighty-four men shipped
agreed upon, he reported. A mo- as jurisdiction, legislation, expira- longshoreman over the head with attorney objected, stating that
line
that
had
agreements
with
the
and collaboration between the
More details later, and more power
* * *
tion was made to have 1,500 copies tion of agreements, etc.
one of the bats. It was apparently if It pleased the Court, a one- Packers and the dual union attor- old ISU. When the rank and file to 'em in bucking the hundred milmimeographed and distributed for
Yes-921. No-251. Total vote from Lundeberg's car as it was page photostatic copy would be
of
ISU
formed
the
NMU
the
cornlion dollar fishery and cannery tySAILORS
neys.
a week so that the members may he on No. 1-1,172.
turned over to the Court and the
pany dealt with the NMU and is
Identically the same kind of bat.
.
BETRAY WORKERS
E One hundred fifty-sire uie
prepared to discuss them at the
balance would be a typewritten
2. That the Union book be good
"IT'S A COMMUNIST PLOT"
lic:Al:i
:
nsd
e
.a
Meetings:
t sA
:prE
It should be plain to the members now negotiating with NMU. NMU c
jl xe
2c
8,utiavte 7B
:3o
0 a:
. dm
—. shipped.
next meeting and act on them.
on either Coast if a man is in good
Lundeberg told the press: "It's a duplication of the payroll. Ob- of the dual unions that they have has also won collective bargain* * *
Some of these rules deal with standing. If anyone sailed over 6
Communist plot, ask Jack Crilley."
placed their confidence in betrayers ing rights In recent NLRB eleo- Grievance Committee — Tuesday,
such matters as breaking and set- months under the jurisdiction of
tions on the line."
M.C.&S.
That's what Ferguson said when class. This is what makes it pos- of the working class.
iatyte3e, at 7e:d3n
0ep
s.dm
ay
.,StAepwra
ilrds27C
,o ting sea watches which has been a any other union than that of which
Following is a telegram from the m
he was caught packing the meeting, sible to have elections on the TankM
April 19 to 25, inclusive, 2
Questioning p r o v e d three
mat
source of much contention, The he is a member, he shall be reThat's what Scharrenberg said ers today. Suppose we won as did things: that the AFL leadership NLRB in Washington:
7:30 p. m.
men shipped.
following are a few extracts from quired to transfer to that Union.
"Certification by Board of
when he was kicked out. That's the NMU on the Shepard Line.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
was and is allied with the comthe proposed clarifications:
West Coast Unions reserve right what Hitler said when he had the
NMU in Shepard Line on JanuWodld we respect a picket line panics and did everything within.
1LWU Local 1-13.
oFreighters Carrying 3 Firemen, 3 to ask for '34 clearances from apReichstag burned. Ole' Joe must be put on by some other Union or a their power to block the progress
Oilers With No Deck Engineer"
plicants for transfer, or from men pretty busy in Moscow nowadays. Company Union? You're right; we
of the CIO Cannery Workers
"They shall continue on four sailing under their jurisdiction.
He sure catches hell. Every phon- wouldn't,
Union, that they agree that the
hour watches on days of arrival.
Yes-932, No-241. Total vote ey stunt is blamed on the "Reds?'
The NMU representative Brother employers have
the undisputed
the
Oilers shall take care of auxiliaries on No. 2-1,173.
And when may we ask, do Hearst, Rogers stated: "We're not worried right to hire and fire—a policy
BARCELONA—(FP)---UP to
and tending water until 5 p. m.
S. Recognizes the jurisdiction of Vandeleur and Crilley become hon- about 5 little ships. We have over
Internet' •
the
end
of
March,
that leaves the workers exposed
After 6 p. m. and until midnight the present unions on both Coasts orary
The lockout is ended on the their jobs of legalized murder. But Fascist bombing of cities in repulr
members of the Sailors Union 1,500ships, more ships in one com- to the most vicious blacklist, and
Firentes shall take care of steam and proposes to respect them..
of the Pacific? (See Aaron Sapiro). pany than are active on this whole that they are in accord with the Richmond-San 'Rafael Ferries. Sol- Organized Labor has beaten the lican Spain had killed 10,709
and autiliaries. If no cargo is
Yes-923. No-233. Total vote FIREMEN CONDEMN GANGSTER Coast."
idarity wins again, Five cents an strike-breaking racket, and with dren and injured 15,320. Th e
employers on the principle that
being worked betwiren these hours on No. 3-1,156.
hour, retroactive from Dec. 1, solidarity and a united front, they bombings appear to be aimed at
He said: "We, a union 60,000 employers must
TACTICS
not question
without payment colf overtime."
4. Agreement to become effective
strong,
don't like to see the SUP either the leaders of the union Closed shop—minimum eight hours will continue to defend their rights, breaking down the morale of '-'The Firemen's Union at the reguMORE -WORK IN
only
RULES
immediately upon ratification by lar meeting concurred in the action officials with their union of 4,200
nor the acts of the company, but for extra crews—eight consecutive as American citizens and as honest Spanish people, since they not
Another contentious matter which referendum vote to be completed
hours
for
objective,
making
our members box car back meekly submit to
waitresses—collectors in- workers. Proof of this is given are without military
of the special meeting which went
doing what
has caused overtime to pile up April 15, 1938, The Unions having
eluded in agreement—all men hired in the recent election In, Chicago, in many cases, are aimed at schoole
on record to "uphold the National to the East Coast. We have always they are told.
high in the Port Committee is the agreed to the points enumerated
Labor Relations Board action re- been willing to sit around a table
That is the type of a union you through union—new agreement to where the political machine that and children's homes. Loyaliet
question of wipers duties, especially herein resolve to carry out all the
with
other
unions."
garding this jurisdiction and to
have joined, you members of the expire in March instead of Decem- ordered out the machine-guns to tion is forbidden to retaliate, 130M
work in the firerooms, fidelly, etc. provisions of this agreement.
her,
It looks like Lundeberg is out to dual unions.
kill ten steelworkers was ousted ing only military objectives.
condemn the phoney picket line of
These are the type of
Amongother things on the subject,
Yes-933. No-234. Total vote the SUP
All workers on inland craft in from power.
officials and their goon break up the Federation. He re- leaders who control your unions
the proposed rules read: "Wipers on No. 4-1,167,
this bay aeea may thank the men
squad tactics." Doe Sizemore of fuses to be bound by the discipline and your destiny,
OBEYS HIS MASTER
shall be required to paint and
The Committee's report was ac- South Street fame,
the proprietor of the Coastwise Maritime FederaOur job is yet to be done. The
Itis an affront to the Cannery who stuck to their guns when the
clean fidelly behind and on top cepted unanimously and a motion
of a stew pot across from the In- tion which demanded that he im- Workers to have to stay in the cards were stacked against them. political machine of our own state
of boiler spaces."
carried to carry through the pro- stitute and Secretary of the
Marine mediately withdraw his pickets and same room with betrayers like Na- They are to be complimented on smells to high heaven. We've had
"Wipers shall be required to wash gram outlined in this ballot, and to
Workers Solidarity League (no con- refer the matter to the Federation than and Feliciano. West does not their courage in upholding the over forty years of every abuse,
down fireroom and engine room post same and send to press.
working standards of the three la- from Salinas lettuce fields to Nenection with the MWIU), who left Convention.
give us an appetite either. There
tank tops, but shall be paid overSixteen hundred and forty-three for Philly with all the funds
bor unions involved. Their demands vada City. The lettuce workers
AFL LAUDS LUNDEBERG'S
one
ought to be a law agin it.
time when required to clean tanks ballots were issued. Eleven hunwere reasonable, and they won wanted a living wage, but our govSTAND
nice day, represented the SUP at
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
on sheer merit.
It appears that attempts will be
the MFOW meeting. He spoke
ernor got the state police to beat
Alaska Cannery Workers Union,
The two special meetings attend- the idea out of their heads. But
over the mike at the dock—all about made by Lundeberg to pull the
Local 5, CIO. Ben Fee, Karl
••••411041R4H1,414.1•••••••••••••••4W10••••••••••••••••••• "what we did in '34."
ed by a full house membership is when the Standard Oil Company
Asked to Sailors out of the Federation. The
Yoneda, Juan Chavarri, Henry
a clear indication of the real asked him to put his John Hancock
show his book, he held back, finally AFL, Hearst and scabby Holman
100% Union—Meet your friends at the Marine Cafe
Valli, Chairman. 32 Clay St.,
strength of the San Francisco Di- on the oil steal, he responded genforced to show it. It showed him are praising him.
San Francisco, Calif.
vision. Many were heard to say erously, by signing away the propThe Firemen's Union is behind
in the SUP eight months and not
^MINN.
that
in spite of the heated discus- erty and oil resources of the people.
the
Maritime
Federation
100
per
a transferred man either. No old
ST
MARKET
sions,
the
observed
in
,rules
were
timer could be gotten apparently to centand asks that the Sailors give
Breaks Off
We are bent on an expedition.
Make the MARINE HOTEL your horns
truly democratic form. Such probSan Francisco
go for this policy of breaking the full support to the Federation and
Our course Is plainly marked by
lems
as
we
have been recently confight all moves to smash the FedFederation.
Labor's Non-Partisan
League.
•
fronted with, when given over to
WAGNER ACT MAGNA CHARTA eration.
There Is no split here. AFL and
*
•
the
membership for consideration,
BO
WONDERFUL
OF LABOR
CIO are joined with the Brotherwill always be handled with an eye
The next meeting of HeadquarThe next day the Coastwise ExecINCLUDES
and
the
hoods,
whole
working
LUNCH
NEW YORK — (FP) — The Na.- to fair play and justice.
LUNCHES AND BARS
utive Board of the Maritime Federa- ters will take place Friday, April
population, whether on farm or
THREE (3) SANDWICHES,
tional Maritime Union has broken
ENEMIES
ACTIVE
29,
7
p.
m.,
instead of Thursday.
tion met and took up this problem.
245 FRONT ST. and 566-3rd ST.
In factory, Is prepared to cure
off negotiations with the American
•
PIE, CAKE AND FRUIT
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Bold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
fib
With the Crockett controversy
settled, a few crews were re-hired.
The Mapeie, Malama and Celilo,
together with the Dakotan taking
crews and a few of the larger ships
being in, such as the Cleveland,
Matsonia and Monterey, a good
turnover is expected this week.
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SEATTLE, April 25, 1939—On
Thursday, April 21, our Local received a letter from the Canned
Salmon Industry telling us that the
packers "are prepared to grant you
the tentative recognition" as the
Collective bargaining agency for
the 1938 season, and would immediately begin negotiations if we gave
assurance:
That we would not discriminate
against the members of the two
AFL unions opposing us, and that
we would let them go to Alaska
without forcing them into joining
our union.
' We must also agree to hold an
election in the Fall, after the sea- son, which would conclusively deermine the bargaining agency for
the workers in the industry.
Our membership, meeting that
very night, authorized the officers
to put these assurances into writing, and a letter was sent to the
Packers accordingly in the morning of April 22. The two terms
' Under which the packers offered to
open negotiations were fair enough.
. We had no objections and we looked
forward to an early and satisfactory consummation of an agreement.
But on the night of April 22 the
ackers sent us another letter.. The
Packers did not like the language
of our letter in reply to their's of'
the 21st, so they were rescinding
their offer. Furthermore, they
said, they did not like our idea of
charging AFL members a pewit
fee equal to Union dues when the
time came for dispatching men to
the canneries. That would be
"equivalent to coercion of AFL
members into joining our Union!"
The meet facical part of the let-

•

ter, however, was this: The packers would not be able to operate
the canneries this year, unless a
consent election of the contesting
unions was held and its result announce(I "not later than April 28,
1938!" What a laugh!

411°
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most half of the men who worked
the canneries last year are not yet
in town. Even if it were held, we
would win as we won the audit
count of the NLRB, AND WE
KNOW THAT THE AFL DUAL
UNIONS WOULD NOT ABIDE BY
THE RESULTS.

The Cannery Workers and Farm
Laborers Local 7 recently lost a
lower court decision, rendered by
cannery owner Judge Todd, in favor
of the permit men who had sued
No. 7 allegedly for the recovery of
One day before, the Industry
loses sustained by the permit men
Unless the packers come to due to No. 7's failure to provide
was ready to enter into negotiatheir senses and enter into nego- work for them during the 1937
tions under sensible terms. The
tiations with us under the terms season.
next day, it tells us how to run
of their letter of the 21st, we
the union, and says it cannot
The cannery owning judge by his
shall consider the situation a decision placed trade unions in the
operate unless a consent election
lockout—a sit-down strike on the same category as shyster employis held and finished within six
part of the Industry—and take ment agencies and very definately
days. How come this sudden
change of heart within 24 hours? necessary economic action. We established a dangerous precedent
The answer is that the bureau- shall withdraw all previous corn- which may in the future be used
mittments, verbal or written, against all legitimate unions. A
cratic big-wigs of the AFL in these
made to the packers, and resume number of things enter into this
parts threatened the Industry with
fight from scratch on our case besides these apparent to the
our
salmon
national
boycott
of
canned
a
if it went through with the pro- original demands and proposals casual observer.
The operators, through their
posals in its first letter to us. Our for sole recognition and mainstooge, the judge, are maneuvering
opponents, scheming for AFL Lo- tenance of 1937 wages.
cals Nos. 18257 and 20454 company
The Local has combined all func- to place tlie union in a position
unions in AFL disguise), know tioning committees into a Strategy whereby a receiver can be apthat they would be sunk for good Committee, which will meet every pointed by the court to administer
in a bona fide consent election in day during the period of emergency. the union's affairs for the coming
the Fall. So they made empty Never before has the rank and season. In the eyes of the employthreats of boycotting the Industry's file been as solid or militant, and er nothing would be nicer than to
goods, and the weak sisters among If the packers and the AFL ob- have the Cannery Workers reprethe packers got scared.
structors want to fight one more sented by a receiver appointed by
they most certaintly will cannery operator Judge Todd.
round,
unions,
Locals
The AFL dual
To protect Local 7 and all other
and regret later.
fight
get
a
18257 and 20454, have been advermarine unions, it is vitally neces22),
the
Se(April
night
Friday
the
Intising in California that
sary that Judge Todd's phoney dedustry needs 20,000 workers. They attle branch of the Alaska Fishercision be appealed and the appeal
rejected
the
demand
Union
men's
potential
have been importing
won. Local seven of the Cannery
scabs in truckloads, signing up of the Central Labor Council to
Workers has been since its affilisupporting
Local
7
in
its
cease
men who, in some cases, have
to the CIO skating on very
ation
never seen a salmon In the pro- fight against the dual AFL unions,
financially. When the vote
thin
ice
18257
and
20454.
That
goes
Locals
cess of being canned. They mainaffiliation was taken the
CIO
for
tain that men who have not been to show how our supporters on the
had
a treasury of slightly
local
still
waterfront
are
behind
solidly
employed in the Industry for
ten thousand dollars.
than
more
years should take part In a con- us.
the local was not able
However,
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
sent election.
act in time to prevent the AFL
to
Cannery Workers & Farm LaborAn election to be held and comfrom seizing its funds and as a reers Union, Local 7, UCAPAWA
pleted by the 28th of this month
sult has been handicapped by a
—C10. 84 Union St., Seattle.
Is impossible, if not criminal. Alshortage of money since that time.
Local 7 was financially unable to
carry out the necessary appeal of
Judge Todd's decision. In looking
for assistance in this matter local
seven came to our last executive
it or not, 80 cases of salmon are daughter, Lorraine, and a son, Fred. board meeting and explained the
Brother Wilson's untimely end case not only in the light of its efslung in one load.
leaves a void that will be hard to fect on Local seven but the possible
RYAN BACKS LUNDEBERG
Wilson will be long effect it could have on any trade
Ryan and his gangsters are pretty fill. Brother
devoted father, a union having permit men.
well shaken and are plenty jittery. remembered as a
and as a
trade-unionist,
staunch
It was not necessary for the repHowever, Ryan is backing Lundeunwavering principles. resentativesof Local seven to reberg and the phoney beef on the m a n of
Wilson, we salute you and mind the longshoremen that during
Shepard boats to the limit. The Brother
ourselves to carry on the the last strike the Cannery and
Eastern and Gulf stevedores are pledge
principles that you lived for. The Farm Labors, then AFL, offered
asking how come in the fall and
funeral will be held Wednesday at their entire treasury to us. At that
winter of 1935 when the Gulf long1 p. m. His friends can pay their _time their treasury was very well
shoremen struck their ships for
respects to Brother Wilson at heeled and the knowledge that we
wages and working conditions and last
Felder and Kenny fun- had that in reserve did a great deal
Ganter,
the
and
rain
the
cold
were standing in
Market to strengthen our morale.
on the picket lines, Ryan promised eral parlors at Duboce ad
streets,
ships,
but
same
When the executive board's
these
a boycott on
HARMONY WAS KING
recommendation to loan the Canhe always ducked it. This boycott
The theme of the delegates' report nery Workers $1,000 for the purnever was put into effect. Instead,
he issued a . charter to the scabs was to the effect that this first an- chase of a, brief, filing fees, ete,,
that were doing this work. Another nual convention of the ILWU was Thursday's meeting it was briefly
enlightening fact is that "The West the most harmonious, the shortest discussed and passed unanimously.
Coast Sailors," official publication and the most constructive ever held Once again drawing the members
of the SUP, is being sent from the by the Pacific Coast longshoremen. of the Federation closer together
shipowners offices to the ships, ad- Every detail of organization was in a fight against the universally
dressed to the Mate, the Skipper, gone into and criticism was directed common enemy, the BOSS.
the Chief Engineer, or some other at the weakest links. The convenBRIDGES REPORTS
tion had a stimulating effect on
key man on board.
President Harry Bridges reported
the entire northwest. The problems briefly on the convention ending
i
UNITED FONT
Bridges declared t at Ryan, the were faced squarely and a solution with, "Your own delegates will have
Br
main point which
officials of the SUP, and the ILA arrived at. The
more to tell you about the conmobsters on the West Coast are was the organization campaign on vention. I am more interested in
unity of the
working hand in hand in their des- the East Coast and
telling you of conditions on the
perate attempt to wreck the ILWU. Federation was gone into very thor- east coast." President Bridges for
oughly.
To counteract this program means
the next half an hour told of the
CAMPAIGN UNDER WAY
that the West Coast longshoremen
unbearable longshoring conditions
It has been proposed that four
must in their fight for existence go
on the east coast. How the conto the East Coast and carry the organizers be sent back immediate- tract which we had heard so much
fight for a national longshoremen's ly to the East and Gulf Coasts to about was not lived up to in most
union, for a national agreement, uni- assist the organizing campaign ports and not at all south of Norform working conditions. Already there. The delegates recommend folk, Virginia.
organizers on the East Coast are that the Maritime Federation be
In Boston conditions were probswinging the longshoremen to a strengthengd by launching a pro- ably the best on the east coast but
program of struggle and against gram for a National Maritime FedRyan. We must intensify this cam- eration. The very day the SUP
paign if the longshoremen are to voted to place pickets against the
come out on top, and this is what Shepard Line ships, the convention
the convention did—they laid down voted to fight for longshore wages
a program to unite the East, Gulf and hours on the steam schooners
for sailors working cargo, and by
and West Coast.
More organizers are to be sent no stretch of the imagination does
this mean that the longshoremen
East soon as funds are available.
HARRISBURG, Pa.—(FP)—The
should take over this work.
VOTE "YES"
"entire strength and political views"
INVITATION
TO
SHIPOWNERS
A $1.25 assessment has been recApparently working in conjunc- of the reorganized Pennsylvania
ommended and will be voted on.
tion
with other union-busting moves State Federat.ion of Labor have
$1.00 is to go to East Coast organon
foot
around the S. F. front, there been fledged to defeat Lt.-Gov.
izing committee-15c for the King,
is a move in the Checkers' Local Thomas Kennedy for governor. KenConner
defense—and
$10c
Ramsey,
to split them away from the ILWU nedy, secretary-treasurer of the
for the Mooney defense. Bridges
and (a la Lundeberg) make an in- United Mine Workers, has received
recommends
that
this
asstrongly
dependent local of them. Leader- the backing of state CIO forces.
sessment be passed.
ship in this move is furnished by a
The AFL, the state executive
PASSES ON
John Wilson is dead. Killed when character named. Frank (two-gun) council announced, will support
he fell from the high table in Crock- Hyams, who le alleged to be an Charles A. Jones of Pittsburgh for
ett onto the deck of the steamer under cover man for the District governor and Gov. George Earle
Mapele. Brother Wilson was work- Attorney of Alameda County. His for U. S. senator, candidates oping in Bob Reis' gang. He was a past actions speak well—a fink in posed by the CIO, which has
'34. This '34 fink is working overmilitant, progressive trade unionist,
pledged support to Mayor Wilson
always fighting for the under-dog time in his efforts to take over of Philadelphia for the Senate post.
and those in distress. "A heart as complete control of the Clerks' Lobig as all outdoors" is what his cal and force a program of "IndeHold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
neighbors and friends said of him. pendence" through the union. LongBrother Wilson leaves a widow, one shoremen should point out dangers
of "Independence" to checkers on judge handed down a decision that
the job, and also point out the the San Pero longshoremen are
character and past actions of this free to affiliate to the CIO. He ruled
"leader." Continued relationship that the articles of corporation can
with the longshoremen only will as- be amended to allow the longshoresure improvement of present con- men the right of affiliation. This is
ditions. Independence means an en- a complete victory for the ILWU.
A Friendly, Popular Priced
graved invitation for the shipown- The ILA mobsters have lost aners to take over.
other round in their losing fight.
Credit House
Judge Schmidt, the Los Angeles
ILWU PUBLICITY COMMITTEE.
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Brother Bridges and the seven
convention delegates reported to
he membership meeting. Brother
Bridges led off with a report on
he East Coast conditions and what
needs to be done to strengthen the
osition of the West Coast longshoremen. In a detailed analysis he
explained the East Coast situation.
rhe longshoremen are shaping-up at
4 or 5 o'clock in the morning for
o'clock starts; in a shape-up of a
thousand men, 200 might be picked
o work. The average wage of the
• ongshoremen back there is about
he same level as they were here
before the 1934 strike. The ham
rbangers and the bottle boys get the
• reference of the jobs. A 5% deduction is checked off the longshoreen by the steamship companies
• and given to Ryan.
There is even
.ore kick-back rackets than what
there were out here, and the ILA
and Ryan are collecting these kickacks.
IT'S WONDERFUL
The "wonderful" East Coast
agreement which the ILA mob
• akes so much over is a company
union agreement, no more, no less.
One article of the agreement gives
he ehipowners the right
to expel
anY member of the union for a
iolation of any part of the agreement. A member can be expelled for
ilferring, appearing drunk on the
Job and any other thing which
the
• hipowners may deem a
violation.
Phis $1.05 an hour you
hear so much
bout is only paid on deep water
ahine. The inter-coastal and coastwise ships have lower
wage rates.
IT'S THERE—EXCEPT
The 20-men gangs is in the
agree• ent all right, with
the exception
of handling
tin plate, gunnies, newsrint, lumber, logs, raw
sugar, any
Work at warehouses, open
gondolas,
oX cars, off
shore work on barges
- lighters and
steel. The men are
d esperate
and are willing to strugle, and they are saying
just like
the inen, did
here before 1934 that
f they can make
$20.00 a week
they would be satisfied."
•
SPEED-UP DELUXE
There are many speed-up devices
hich were never seen
on the West
'.oast, and one of which the
men
are in open rebellion against is
, hat they
call a split fall, where the
falls are split
and the rnidship is
ed to set
the load on deck and
With the
swinging boom the load is
• laked from
the deck and swung
over the
side. This means that two
oads using a
single gear can be
--a the air
at the same time. To top
.it all off,
the employers can use
sir own
imagination on the size
of the
loads. In Baltimore, believe
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MFOW Secretary's Notes
(By V. J. MALONE)
Well, at last the blow has fallen!
We know just about where we
stand as a result of the inefficiency
of three previous administrations!
For three years not a dime has
been paid from Headquarters, and
the branches except Seattle, on Social Security, Unemployment, and
Federal Illecise Tax. The result is,
now, we have to dig into the hip
pocket and pay up $6000.

far below west coast conditions.
No place on the east coast will you
find an ILA hiring hall; the shapeup is universal with the men standing to as early as 4:30 a. m. in the
Gulf and 5:30 in the North Atlantic
ports. The kickback is far worse
than it ever was on the west coast.
In the Gulf the kickback is taken
directly from the workers pay by
For instance, that Federal Excise
the company, in the north the kickTax. It is a tax on employers of
back is to the foremen on the job.
more than eight persons. We should
The Bosses all have their gin
have paid almost $600 in 1936, and
mills
and other patronageable
the same in 1937.
plades where the longshoremen go
Now that the showdown is here,
or they don't work.
the penalty is 100%. Today, the
In New York two-thirds of the administrative officials are stuck
longshoremen are virtual slaves, with $1000 previous officials did not
making in many instances not more take care of, and a penalty of anthan eight dollars per weela.Ryan other $1000, because they did not
is about overboard in New York, do so.
the longshoremen there have taken
FINANCES TAILSPIN
about all they can stand and are
While we have been adopting a
ready to leave the ILA.
policy of laying a few biscuits aside
USE LIFT BOARDS
to take care of the emergency, and
The employers, seeing the end of for the first time in two years had
cheap labor both in the Gulf and $5000 in the treasury, this knocks
Northern ports, are rapidly install- the cash keg for another heavy
ing lift boards intending to estab- tailspin.
lish that practice before the men
With problems like this facing us,
are in a position to prevent it. It we have been turning with fresh
obviously is the intention of the vigor to the only answer to it—to
employers to increase the use of put more men to work.
lift boards both on the east coast
For this reason, several meetings
and here on the Pacific RS well.
have been held to try and get the
In conclusion Brother Bridges Alaska ships moving,
and we have
pointed out that if we are to pre- gone on record in
letters to the
vent a wage cut in September we Maritime Commission to
grant no
must organize the east and gulf subsidy to the Dollar Line except
coast longshoremen so that they on a basis of the entire fleet being
canhelp us maintain our present placed in operation.
conditions and possibly gain a few
Taking the rest of the ships out
additional ones.
of lay-up would mean another two

back debts in cash since January
17.

REVOLT FACED
BY HUTCHESON
AS RED BAITER

If the Alaska ships don't get
away, and the Dollar liners still
remain tied up after June, we'll
NEW YORK— (FP) —Charging
have to add a side source of revthat votes from 185 locals
proenue to the organization.
posed amendments to the constituBRANCHES PROGRESS
tion of the United Brotherhood of
San Pedro branch knocked over Carpenters and Joiners were arbia mighty nice agreement in the new trarily reversed by tellers appointed
Catalina Island agreement for the by Brotherhood President William
Avalon, Catalina a n d Cabrillo. H. Hutcheson, "a number of locals
Wages call for $6.80 for firemen are refusing to honor the amended
and wipers, $7.40 for boilers nd constitution."
watertemiers, and $8.00 daily for
The charges and the insurrection
deck engineers and utility men.
of carpenters' locals were revealed
Overtime is $1.20 per hour. A here by the New York Post, which
half dozen men were added to the in the past has usually been found
crews, and many more improve- to be reliably informed on brother.
ments gained. These jobs will be hood affairs.
good for a sweet two hundred a
Hutcheson answered demands
month or better.
for a recount by informing locals
Seattle completed a coastal run that election reports have been
agreement for the Libby and PAF destroyed, the Post said. The
boats to Alaska. Wages called for amendments were submitted to
are oilers, watertendera $100; fire- the membership for a referendum
men $95 if burning oil, $105 if burn- vote following the union's 1938
ing coal; wipers $90, with several convention. Locals 2090 and 787
improvements in overtime require- of New York were reported to
have made the investigation
ments and working conditions.
which Jed to the chai-ges.
SHEPARD LINE BEEF
The amendments would bring up
Latest reports on the Shepard
Line situation. The Timber Rush is for trial and expulsion any member
still tied up at Tacoma, with the who preaches, advocates or counsailors' picket line being respected sels "disorder, dissension and disby the longshoremen there. The obedience of authority at local
Wind Rush left New York on Mon- union or district council meetings"
day with a full crew of West Coast- and would force new members to
ers aboard, sailors, firemen and foreswear present or future Com•
cooks.
munist party affiliation.
The Sea Thrush just pulled out
Opponents of the measures con.
of San Pedro after the ILWOO tended
they are a violation of the
boys crashed the picket line, causconstitutional provision barring
ing a temporary shutting down of
discrimination because
steam all over the harbor in probelief. They further contest. The Sage Brush arrives in San
tended, the Post said, that the
Pedro today, while the Harpoon,
measures would be used against
with a full West Coast crew aboard,
any who disagreed with HutcheIs a few days south of Philadelphia.
son policies.
The Executive Board went on
record to refer. the whole matter
to the Federation convention. If
you cannot find a report on the
situation in this issue of the Voice,
I am afraid you will have to have a
Here are the addresses of
major operation performed on your
brothers in prison through labor
eyes.
frame-up:

on

of polit-

ical

LIFT BOARD ARBITRATION
The lift board arbitration hearing
did not last long when it was called
by Arbitrator Rosenshine last Friday. The employers refused to arbitrate the matter with the ILWU
as the representative of the men.
The employers, however, were willing to arbitrate with the men. In
"34" and "36" they were willing to
deal with the men but not with the
union. This gag is as old as organized labor but they still try to pull
It every time they have a beef with
union members. The employers
intimated that they would be willing to arbitrate with the ILA althought we well remember that
when the ILA meant something it
took two long strikes to force the
boss to deal with the ILA.

hundred and fifty jobs for our men.
Add ninety for the Alaska ships,
and figure on a seasonal upswing
in the intercoastal and coastwise
shipping, and things will be on the
make again.
More jobs. The members keeping
up to date with their dues, and we
can get some more of those outstanding bills paid off.
We are meeting all current liabilities, and have paid of $3000 of the

Our committee withdrew from
the hearing Friday when it became
apparent that the employers were
not going to arbitrate with the
union of our choice. The matter
will undoubtedly remain as it is
until the NLRB rules on our application for collective bargaining
rights.

In Folsom Prison, Represa, Cal.
(First of a series of three articles explaining the sigWarren K. Billings, Box 10699
nificance of the Japanese rout at the hands of the Chinese
Patsy Ciambrelli; Eta 19889
at Taierhchwang. The writer is a student of military
J. B. McNamara, Box 20034
strategy whose writings have been widely syndicated thruout North and South America).
By BERNARD SEEMAN
PLAN MOONEY FETE
Federated Press
DETROIT— (FP) —Under Chairdered thier superior material imIn the interior of war-torn China potent.
Then the regulars closed man N. 13. Short (AFL Electrical
history is being made. Being made, in
and the Japanese morale broke. Workers) both AFL and CIO local
not merely repeating itself. A Jap- They
fled—some to Yihsien, some unions are working for a tremen.
anese army has been routed. That to Lini.
Others remained and were dous Free-Tom-Mooney demonstra.
has Dever happened before. Never, captured. For
the first time in his- tion in Cadillac Square, Sunday
not even in the clays when the pow- tory a
Japanese army was crushed. afternoon, May 1. Over 200,000 men
erful Kublai Khan sent two monand women with banners, bands
When hostilities began some nine
ster armadas across the Straits of
and sound equipment are expected
Tsushima to subdue the island peo- months ago it appeared that the to march to the square
and
ple of Dan Nippon. For then, as Japanese strategy was aimed main- part.
ly
at
the
driving
of
a
wedge belegend has it, the divine forebears
of the Mikado interceded in his tween China proper and SovietHold Fast to the Maritime Federation.
behalf and sent a mighty storm dominated OuterMongolia. Such a
that destroyed the first fleet at wedge would make it possible for
Hakozaki, then sent another violent the Japanese to outflank the Russtorm to annihilate the second ex- sian forces, to launch a thrust at
WHERE TO EAT?
pedition of 4,500 ships and 150,000 the nerve center of Russia's Far
Day and Night—
men, thus saving the independence Eastern army, the industrial centers at Lake Bathe!, and to separate
of Japan.
China and Russia, two potential alTaierhchwang
What happened at
that made it possible for a Japan- lies.
ese army of about 60,000 men, far
CHINA RESISTS
superior to its foe in training and
Russia and not China was Japequipment, to meet with so surpris- an's enemy.
Russia was the great
ing a defeat? Was the defeat ac- obstacle to what
the Japanese concidental or has the wave of Jap- sdiered their
"manifest destiny"
•
EMBARCADERO
anese conquest actually begun to on the Asiatic
continent. It was
receed? Will the vastness and elas- Russian
no%
Union for 20
Vladivostok that was
ticity of China's space and popula- "pointing like a dagger"
at the
tion, the real Chinese dragoon, swal- heart of Japan.
China was only R
low the little brown invader of to- totted lamb that
aJpan would feast
day just as it swallowed the Tartar, on after she had
removed the 1
HOME COOKED FOODS
the Mongol and the Manchu invad- threat of the
I
Russian bear. So the I
BEER
i
I
ers of the past? The entire world Japanese army, in
order to improve i
is asking these questions and wait- Its
strategic position in relation to
SUtter 9438
San Francisco i
ing anxiously for an answer.
its potential enemy. Soviet Russia,
FORECAST VICTORY
decided to occupy the north ChiEven before the outbreak of hos- nese provinces of Hopeh, Chahar,
tilities last July, some Chinese lead- SuiYuan and Shansi.
ers predicted that it was possible
China, of course, the Japanese
for China to defeat Japan. Chu
must have considered, would surthe
8th
route
Teh, commander of
render these provinces without a
98
F.
army, was of the opinion that Chistruggle,
just as she had surrenna's 400,000,000, properly organized
dered Manchuria in 1931. But they
and led, would decide the issue
were mistaken. They had under- •:—..
against Japan.
estimated the extent of unification
Further he believed that partiand the "will to resist" on the part
san and guerrilla bands operating
of the Chinese people. The kidnapalong the invader's line of com132
ing
at Sianfu of Chiang Kai-shek
munications and in his rear would
should have warned them, but it
ultimately whittle down his supedidn't.
riority in equipment and weaken
his morale, thus making It posAs a result, the incident at Lukuochiao last July began a fullsible for the Chinese regulars to
meet the Japanese on at least
sized war and not a mere bloodless occupation. The Japanese
even terms.
a
At the time it seemed that the army had succeeded In doing
Chinese leaders were indulging in what 25 years of Chinese politics
R. W. SWENDSEN
wishful thinking, but Taierhch- had failed to do: it unified the
wang seems to indica,te that they Chinese nation.
were correct. There the Japanese
had tanks, but the tanks could not
move. There was no fuel. They
artillery but no shells. They had a
hungry army but no food.
The guerrillas and the peasant
11200
detachments had Isolated them, cut
I
them off from their bases and ren...."./3

The SUP's nefarious picket line
isstill on the Timber Rush in Tacoma. The Tacoma Longshoremen
have as yet refused to go through
the picket line and strange as it
seems the Waterfront employers
have asked for an arbitrator. Just
what they propose to arbitrate remains a secret, however, about the
only thing they could arbitrate is
whether it is safe to pass a picket
line or not. It is very doubtful
that the employers will actually go
through the proposed arbitration;
they in all likelihood will stall until
the Timber Rush leaves Tacoma,
thereby saving everyone's face.
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE,
BURT NELSON, Chairman.
ILWU 1-19.

DOUGLAS CO.
FOUND GUILTY
IN LABOR ROW
WASHINGTON— (FP) —One of
the largest suppliers of airplanes
to the U. S. government was found
guilty of violating the National Labor RelatiOns Act in a decision of
the National Labor Relations Board
ordering the Douglas Aircraft Co.
of Santa Monica, Calif., to completely disestablish a company union and reinstate and give back pay
to 45 workers fired for union activities.
The board's decision found that
a sitdown strike staged by members of the United Auto Workers
in the Douglas plant in February
was well disciplined and "violence
to person was wholly absent. On
the whole, the strike was devoid
of violent or destructive incident."
Cited by the board's decision was
a speech by D. W. Douglas, president of the company, which, under
the pretext of explaining the National Labor Relations act "subtly
reiterated Douglas' strong preference for the Aircraft Workers Union (the company union) and his
distaste for the UAW."
The speech, the board said, "suggested that if the board should
disestablish the AWU, Douglas employes might with propriety reincorporate it or reorganize it further, taking care to accomplish
'technical' compliance with the
act."

Address List

Japanase Face New China
As Troops Meet Disastser
Against United Armies

In San Quentin:
Victor Johnson, Box 58032
Reul Stanfield, Box 58034.
Alfonse Buyle, Box 59738
Earl King, Box 59816
Ernest G. Ramsey, Box 59816
Frank G. Conner, Box 59814
Tom Mooney, Box 31921
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

Capt. Fuellner Exposes Wreckers Of

Merchant Marine

more, better and faster ships, acquired and secured American foreign trade to ever greater proportions, and did way, more or less
Quickly, with unemployment by
compu.so vy CHAS. SCHWARTZ
1937 uNI0111 NEWS MIMS
OltAWN BY SEAMAN
opening shipyards and embarking
on extensive building programs.
The results are evident.
For Instance, Germany, immediately after the war, had no mer(By CAPT. J. F. FUELLNER)
"Man rises over a road of ruined hopes, bloody but un- chant marine to speak of, today
bowed, and gathers together the fragments of a battered she has one of the best; the same
courage to make another start," but whither lies his goal? can truthfully be said of other
Who'se ever philosophy, ordinary layman agrees; but nations, especially the Japanese,
let us speak the plain, everyday language, for the forgot- who are not merely satisfied
with domination of all Pacific..
ten men shout to be heard!
Like members of other intelligent professions, ships of- shipping, but has also agents and
ficers and captains are on relief, receiving a hand-out from spies in all foreign countries who
MOTHEg JONES WON A STRIKE BY ORGANIZING
the government to enable them to lead a life diametrically forward to the home country all
A PICKET LINE OF MINERS" WIVES AMP 0410in contrast to their customary but responsible posts on the kinds of maritime intelligence.
RES ARMEP WiTH DISHPANS ,MOPS AND BROOMS,
bridge of ships. " . . . the AmereeIncidentally, what would the
THAT SENT SCABS SCATTERING.
lean merchant marine is dangerous- plete equipment and appurtenances, British say if the Americans startly weak," the American ambassador and with full crews supplied, to ed an excursion run from channel
told the British, the same British the tune of three billion American ports to France, Germany or the
who, with other nations, carry on dollars. The ship builders and ship northern countries? What would
a lucrative shipping business out operators at that time deemed it the Japanese say if American ships
of read into the ports of the United honest business to lobby Uncle carried freight and passengers from
States, especially the west coast, Sam into the creation of a merchant Japan, and Korea to Australia, the
1767 - 1645
while American ships are no longer marine that should again carry our Dutch East Indies and back again?
RotsPIED 91 ME HAZARDS
11-IE PEoPLE'S PRESIDENT - TYPICALLY AMERICA+4,
OF THE. WORK AHP
serious competitors, and, by the flag and commerce over the seas Why, the mere thought is ridicuVOICEp THE ASPIRATiONS AND RAISED niE
PRottierliVE 1/451mAkiCL
same voice "will be obsolete by after the war .was finished; and lous! But they can do it with
IRRIES cHARGEP 0*/
ENTHUSIASM OF THE DEMOCRATIC FoRCE5
PRNATE ttiSURatiCe
1942."
they succeeded admirable with as- Uncle Sam.
OF AN EXPANOING FRONTIER HE wAl I-10SCopiPArilES "INV' RAILROAP
Now, regarding the status of the
Licensed ship's officers and mas- sistance of the well-known political
SEGAti AS MuTUAL
ONIONS
PRIVILEGE.,
BANKiN4
MoN•
TILE TO SPECIAL
INStiRANCE ORGANIZATioNS.
American merchant marine at
ters know that the, American mer- ballyhoo.
oPouSTS AND THE GROWING POWER OF
chant marine started on the course
However, after the war maritime present, we should realize that it
CAPITAL.
to Davy Jones' locker fifteen years conditions all over the world were is in a similar fix as at the outago, and were apprehensive of the adjusted with a "Go-get-it" atti- break of the war, namely: no ships!
HE M0,40101.4 4041:0 PAIZTiciPATION OF merneERS IN a
day when they had to ask the gov- tude and a fervency that left noth- But the shipbuilders and operators
UNION 13A00.46 erAuri cattESr
wiLL RESULT IN successoLernment for subsistence or go hun- ing to be desired. But our govern- remember very distinctly that UnPICracS Ar4P otnisGS.
"C:
XPIXM
.
gry or begging, while another de- ment forgot, with apologies, to un- cle Sam handed them a lot of
4 9
....e/AfterefA,GA LOCAL-I ,GW
partment of the same government dertake any kind of an adjustment dough when they lobbeyed for it;,
makes more licensed material every except that of shifting some offi- and surely the present situation
day, and yet stubbornly remains cial chairwarmers; consequently calls for similar generosity.
taxes that feed relief recipients, taken care of by other means than cent; maritime labor restless, beSo why should they worry
utterly inactive in face of the our merchant marine sank more
they
do not care how many bil- the cursed dole!
coming more and more the victim
about
the
seamen
or
factory
alarmingly decreasing number of and more into oblivion, the result
lions the government spends for
the country's merchant ships; in of shortsightedness and the inher- workers; they are not stretching
But there is no provision made of radical and subversive deeventual bank Increases, because for his care in time of unemploy- ments. The whole maritime infact, the national exposure thus ent national attitude of disinterest- their necks to help the country
money, like wealth, will remain ment, the mate, master or seaman dustry is Indeed a very sick one,
created is just short of criminal!
edness. And, of course, the person- back on its feet, and they are less
concentrated
in the land of the is not included in the old age secur- and it did not take a special inworried
about
building
American
No ships were built to absorb any nel suffered accordingly.
free.
ity law. Sailors' Snug Harbor? vestigator to tell us so!
appreciable percentage of new canWhile European nations re-com- ships in foreign countries and
Had we but kept our shipyards
The licensed as well as the ure Just another institution where he
didates and applicants for jobs that missioned their merchant vessels would surely cherish to man.such
licensed man hates this setup be- not always can gain admission. Un- going to the extent, of replacing
became less and now are not. Fur- and lost no time to retrieve mari- vessels with foreign crews.
Negotiations and lobbying with cause they are not enabled to re- employment insurance or Old Age and modernizing a few of the now
thermore, the ship operators have time and foreign commerce by
set an age limit for the few re- sending vessels and agents to other the ultimate purpose in view to ob- turn to their dignified standing un- Pension? Blase shipowners and ig- obsolete vessels; had we but mainmaining positions where a licensed lands and markets, this self-suffi- tain more millions from Uncle Sam til they are again active in their norant but hard-boiled politicians tained our former trade routes and
man comes in question. •
cient country of ours de-commis- promises success, but regarding the respective professions. There are a said: "Sailors and dogs keep out!" established and extended others
The employment official of a sioned a great number of ships men; not a word! It does not make number of licensed deck and engi- Labor Unions? They have other pol- like foreigners with help of Amereertain steamship company In- that had given employment to much difference, however little neer officers and captains who have icies more important than the re- ican agents have done; had we but
formed applicants that his con- thousands of men directly and more sense, whether previous purchases lost or surrendered the conscience establishment of our merchant ma- sent the salesmen and agents for
of ships from the government are of professional dignity, their au- rine. The government? It remains our American products into foreign
cern did not accept applications thousands of men indirectly.
from men for licensed positions
Our boasted Yankee initiative, paid for or not; in fact, the tax- thoritative reliability and self re- dormant and inactive! So what?. lands and markets; had we but lispayers of the country at this very spect, on account of prolonged un- Many licensed ships officers and tened to honest executives, labor
when they are more than 39
ambition and ingenuity slipped
captains are now earning their liv- leaders and recognized commentayears old. Practically all steam- and disappeared. Many vessels time pay the salary of a govern- employment.
ship companies, Including the
were scrapped, sold to other na ment official whose sole labor it is
This is the worst that can hap- ing as longshoremen, or sail as tors; had we but encouraged capvery government, have set this
tions, laid up indefinitely, con- to see that a certain private steam- pen to any human being who able-bodied seamen, or work with ital through a security policy, informed American shippers as to the
uujustifiable proviso, some make
verted, and a few were lost—but ship company plays no shenanigans went through the school of hard pick and shovel!
For the longshoremen it is rather needs of American maritime life,
it more, Others less in the numno replacements! The govern- in their operations, while quite a knocks and thought he had
ber of years.
ment made many suggestions of few millions of dollars, due the achieved success. These men had immaterial whether they work established an honest and fair laOne stated reason is that by em- what to do with inactive and ob- government by this outfit, remain to experience very bitterly how freight on board of an American bor-employer policy, whereby the
ploying the youngest men available, solete tonnage, but nary a word unpaid, and in order to prove the their jobs and livelihood were vessel or a foreign vessel; in fact, employer would be assured a decent
the companies obtain the most ben- about the men who had manned bounty and generosity of the gov- taken away from them by foreign- many prefer foreign ships. But supply of labor and the laborer
ernment the very same company ers, and the government has not imagine a former shipmaster now some sort of continued emplbyment,
eficial insurance rates, regardless these ships.
preventing them from beof the inexperience and limited imThe government had assisted is assisted with more millions from
even blinked an eye, except of- being compelled to work under men thereby
who not so very long ago worked coming wards of charity and elimature realization of responsibili- many eligibles to obtain their first the public treasury!
fering a lot of apologies!
And of course, while this offiunder him! "I have my captain gibles for radical organizations; had
ties of the youngsters. Another rea- license, now it did not care when
If the threat of war was not inwe but realized the importance and
son is that any number of young the ship operators laid the ships cial watchman is coached and volved in the northwestern Alaskan working for me now."
Such situations are in other absolute necessity of an American
men are looking for jobs, who have up and cast the men on the beach primed and glibed to see thirrge the salmon fishing, the government
merchant marine for the purpose
only recently passed examination to shift for themselves, the money- steamship company's way, nothing would not be interested to such an countries almost impossible and
and received their license; the making days seemed to be over. is done for the men who command- extent as to make the presence of surely not prevalent, because of national defense and commercial
more and more unrest and fric- and economic benefit; had we but
schoolship crop amounts to about Shipyards and factories closed ed the ships formerly and now are Japanese fishermen and fish
reducon
the
beach,
on
relief
working
on
tion
is created and developed adopted a sensible policy •regarding
500 every year.
advanced
depression
down, and the
tion plants officially difficult.
when formerly recognized author- the whole matter.
One port captain said not long in proportion with the increase of WPA projects, or are unemployed.
SPLENDID RECORD
Although the licensed man who
MOST VITAL FACTOR
ity is degraded. Many revolutions
ago: "Wherever I step I look upon unemployment or vice versa.
It is not the licensed man's fault of and in foreign countries have
We would not have felt the delicensed men!"
The few remaining on board had Is working on relief now has a
can- started in the maritime and naval
pression as hard as we did, and in
3 BILLION FOR SHIPS
their wages cut to a minimum, de- somewhat better existence, it is that he is out of work, and he
In 1916-17-18 the warring nations spite the enormous profits made only temporary, and nobody cares not be blamed for the failure of his departments, and even the most all probability would have been in
in Europe holler for ships, ships previously, and with government- to think of the future when the career. With pride and justification conservative nations have had a better economic condition to preefefcts of this shot in the arm are he points out that he was good
more than one attempt to deal vent the worst of the present recesand more ships, remember? Amer- given ships at that.
worn off. For be it understood: enough to ferry American com- With,
sion, history always repeats itself.
ica had no ships, but the taxpayers
AMERICA LAGS
The government has spent mil- In order to bring back to life the
of the country, through their repSimultaneously foreign steam- all these temporary expenditures merce and prestige overseas, to
resentatives, built ships with corn- ship companies bought and built for relief, dole, WPA, organized ferry American soldiers across the lions and millions of the taxpayers' corpses of American industry, comcharity, are not affecting big busi- Atlantic while risking his life with money for assistance of the mari- merce and employment it is not sufness with the idea that permanent them, to uphold American tradi- time industry, and apparently in- ficient to give preferential attenprosperity shall result, because tions and ever be faithful to the evitable investigations, which in- tion to any particular branch, such
most of the big business leaders employer when ships were running, vestigations, as per congressional as housing, farms, banks, but it is
don't give a damn whether new and he was paid for eight hours records, have uncovered fraud and essential and necessary, that the
In the interests of the solidarity of all maritime
ships are built, foreign trade bol- of work when actually working 24 corruption of the foulest character, whole maritime industry, from the
workers Of the Pacific Coast, the "Voice of the Fedstered or the seamen employed.
and more hours quite often. Now the throwing of good money after now desolate shipyards to the humeration" appeals to you and your union for full supAs long as they pay part of the he ought to be goad enough to be had and evidently a continuance ming of ships' turbines, be includport and co-operation.
of the conniving system, accom- ed; this industry is a most vital
panied with more apologies, that factor in our national existence and
You are urged to appeal to your union to order as
has brought the maritime industry must at all times be gaered to fulfill
many copies each as can be used to advantage. You
to a state of delapidation it has its mission.
There are hundreds of other
are urged to appeal to your union to increase present
not reached in many years.
to-Yet, what have wp got to show items necessary to build a ship than
bundle order, to pay bills promptly and to try to get
The Most Widely Read Union Paper On the
for It? Here are some of the evi- there are to build, a house, and
merchants to advertise in the "Voice."
dent results: A large number of while it takes at least a year to
Pacific Coast.
obsolete and inactive ships on ac- build an average seagoing vessel,
count of no up-to-date replace- it takes considerably less time to
ments; bankrupt and extinct build a house.
Single Bundles:
Enclosed S(Chock one) Check 0; M.
Currency 0
companies through
True, labor troubles have been
steamship
At Rate of 4c per copy—
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mismanagement and insatiable and will be disturbing and con$ 1.00
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However, labor troubles in the
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capital 'disinterested and retl- fault for the present alarming sit-

LICENSED SHIP OFFICER CITES
RESULTS OF OWNERS' GREED
AND POLITICAL DISHONESTY
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PRISONERS OF PREJUDICE

, KING, RAMSAY AND CONNER
MASS MEETING
Eagle's Hall, 273 Golden Gate Avenue
SUNDAY,MAY 8,1938,at 8:00 P.M.
Hear the strangest case in court history from John
D. Barrie, Ellis Patterson, George Kidwell, Lou Goldblatt, and other speakers.

BETHLEHEM STEEL FINANCIAL
REPORT PROVES ITS ABILITY
TO RETAIN DECENT PAY SCALE
By ELIOT JANEWAY
1937 profits (helped along by
Federated Press Financial Writer
price increases greater than the
Bethlehem Steel has just been
wage increases) were not surprishaving one of its meetings and, ing. The company worked at an
apart from the verbal fisticuffs be- average rate of 77.7% of capacity
tween Eugene Grace and his smalllast year.
er stockholders which mark all
But during the first quarter of
Bethlehem family parties, one centhis year, operations were contral fact emerged which every workducted at only 34% of capacity, and
ing man and woman in the United
the higher wage and tax schedules
States should know.
remained in force. The steel indusThis is that on top of wage intry has always maintained that,
creases, tax increases and the seeven when wages and taxes were
verest recession,
lower, it could not break even at
In American steel
less than about 50% of capacity.
history, BethleBut now, Grace himself, the
hem has been able
president of the Steel Institute,
cont inuously to
has stated ofifcially that Bethlekeep itself out of
hem is able to pay these higher
the red.
costs to its workers and to the
In 1937, Bethlepublic, and still to earn a profit
hem increased its
when
output is as close to statisaverage wage paytical zero as it Is now.
ments from 72.1
It should be realized that Bethcents to 86 centsan hour. For the
lehem is not one of the more effiyear as a whole, Eliot Janeway cient companies in the industry. If
it can break even at 34% of capacthis Increase
boosted the company's wage bill by ity, we may be sure that E. T.
over $26,000,000, without counting Weir's National, that Inland and
an extra $3,629,000 paid out for va- Ardco and Youngstown and Otis
can break even at still lower rates
cations with pay, pensions etc.
Over and above this Bethlehem's of production. In fact, the National
share •in financing New Deal ex- and Inland statements reveal compenditures brought its tax bill up fortable p r of its ear ne d right
from $12,000,000 in 1936 to $19,687,000 in 1937. At this rate, taxes
came to about $6 for each share of
common stock.
In spite of this, Bethlehem
made a profit of nearly $32,000,000 last year, earning at the very
comfortable rate of 5.8% on its
huge capital. With sales having
nearly doubled to well over the
$400,000,000 mark, however, the
company had ample margin in
which to absorb these increased
costs. Accordingly, its sensational

through the recession.
Grace's statement should bury
once and for all the Steel Institute
publicity story about steel wages
having to come down. The last
rise in steel wages merely sufficed
to give labor its cut on the increased efficiency which has been
attained in steel production. And
certainly labor is entitled to this
cut; for one result of this increased
efficiency has been the marked rise
in technological unem ployment

uation; labor troubles are not the
responsible factor of industrial dorma.ncy; neither are labor troubles
endless to blame for the disappearance of our once prosperous merchant marine. A substantial part
of this immense responsibility can
be laid directly at the unclean doors
of capitalists, employers and the
government itself.
The reasons why we cannot
build and operate ships like other
nations do are not correctly presented, neither unsurmountable
nor manifold. But our own greed
of the powers that be, our own
disinterestedness, our tolerance
of utterly unsatisfactory conditions, our own well-known leniency with political crooks and
corrupt individuals, our own
moral-destroying dole system, the
absence of honest, willing and
impartial administrators of maritime affairs and business, are by
far more likely elements to be
blamed than anything mentioned.
Reports in the press assure us
that we are about to have another
merchant marine commensurate
with the needs of the country.
These reports have been in circulation longer than ten years, but we
still have to see any material or
half-reasonable results; to be sure,
shipyards in most parts of the
country are still idle, factories producing incidentals are still closed,
unemplyrnent has not decreased,
and the enormous bread lines have
not disappeared; in fact, more seamen included are licensed officers
and captains, are faced with the
raw eventuality of asking the government for aid, their last recourse.
WARNINGS SEEN
No honest man, be he laborer or
capitalist, banker, farmer or Industrial's, desires a dictator in our beloved country, nor are we advocating a revolution against our democratic government and proven institutions, neither shall there be construed, suggested, inferred or alluded to, a threat of any radical intent, pin-pose or policy in this article. We are quite capable, intelligent and willing to achieve what
we want by peaceful means, and
solve our problems by application
of our democratic laws, usages and
understanding.
However, it will do us no harm
when we realize what goes on in
other countries at present, where
totalitarian regimes are the order

of the day, civil war rages, and one
revolution follows asiother one or
is in the making. We know that
such conditions are the result of
lust for power, intrigue, subjugation of the poor and minorities;
the end of tolerance is intolerance!
But it has been quite a while back
since the democratic government
of any country met similar fate, except it was where the people had
less to say than the people of the
United States or where biased with

which labor has had to bear.

utopian promises in the future.
From a local newspaper: ".. •
The fact there's no cargo is due
to the sitdown strike of big business. Mr. Roth is trying to put
responsibility on the unions for
the lack of cargo movements,
when there's no cargo to move."
Father James O'Kelly of the
gives
Apostleship of the Sea, which
aid to needy maritime workers, de'
dared meals were given to 792 men
in March and that more men are
out of work in the maritime industry now than at any time he can
remember. The Apostleship fed
sonic 200 to 300 men a month last
year, he said.
He said that 77 ships are tied up
in the bay. However, he pointed out
that most of the men aided by the
Apostleship are seamen. His organization gives aid to very few
stevedores, a.s these men have their
own homes in San Francisco.
By Felix Riesenberg, Jr.: "Companies in the San Francisco-toEurope trade were increased to
22 today when the Mosvald Line
was admitted to membership in
the Pacific Coast-European Conference. The route now has more
lines than any other operating
out of this port."
The conference is made up largemotorships. An
131 of refrigerator
of
are foreign with the exception
of
the Isthmian Line, which is one
four associated companies."
picture
The foregoing is a true
the ,
confronts
of the situation as it
today.
seamen on the west coast
or
Why must. our men go hungry
Inlive on charity while foreigners
shipcrease their already lucrative
the
ping business, thus taking away
ours?
bread which is rightfully
"Unemployment has become the
most serious problem in our na'
Chairman
h allife
ts..oday."CIO
j.ioonn
L.
Lewis.
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